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Extending the Challenge:

Working Toward a Common Body of Practice for Teachers

%),Ikerned educators have always wrestled with issues of excellence.

and professional development. It is argued, in the paper "A Common Body

of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law.94-142 to Teacher :

Education, "* that the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975

provides the necessary impetus for a concerted reexamination of teacher

education. Furdler, it is argued that this reexamination should enhance

the process of establishing a body of knowledge common to the members of

the teaching profession. The paper continues, then, by outlining clusters

of capabilities that may be included in the common body of knowledge.

These clusters of capabilities provide the basis for the following materials.

The materials are oriented toward assessment and development. First,

the various components, rating scales, self-assessments, sets of objectives,

and respective rationale and knoWledge bilses are designed to enable

teacher educators to assess current practice relative to the knowledge,

skills, and commitments outlined in the aforementioned paper. The assess-

ment is conducted not necessarily to determine the worthiness of a program

or practice, but rather to reexamine current practice in order to articu-

late essential common elements of teacher education. In effect then, tae

"challenge" paper and the ensuing materials incite further discussion

regarding a common body of practice for teachers.

Second and closely aligned to assessment is the developmental per-.

spective offered by these materials. The assessment process allows the

user to view current practice on a developmental continuum. Therefore,

desired or more appropriate practice is readily identifiable. On another,

*Published by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,

Washington, D.C., 1980 ($5.50).
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perhaps more important dimension, the "challenge" paper and these materials

focus discussion on preservice teacher education.. In making decisions

regarding a common body of practice it is essential that specific

knowledge, skill and commitment be acquired at the preservice level. It

is also essential that other additional specific knowledge, skill, and

commitment be acquired as a teacher is inducted into,the profession and

-matures with years of experience. Differentiating among these levels of

professional development is paramount. These materials can be used in

forums in which focused discussion will explicate better the necessary

elements of preservice teacher education. This explication will then

allow more productive discourse on the necessary capabilities of beginning

teachers and the necessary capabilities of experienced teachers.

In brief, this work is an effort to capitalize on the creative

ferment of the teaching profession in striving toward excellence and

professional development. The work is to be viewed as evolutionary and

formative. Contributions from our colleagues are heartily welcomed.



This paper presents one module in a series of resource materials

which are designed foruse ky teacher educators. The genesis of these

materials 'is in the ten "clusters of capabilities," outlined in the

paper, "A Common Body of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of

Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education," which form the proposed core

of professional knowledge needed by professional teachers who will

practice in the world of tomorrow. The resource materials are to be

used by teacher educators to reexamine and enhance their current prac-

tice in preparing classroom teachers to work competently and comfortably

with children who have a wide range of individual needs. Each module

provides further elaboration of a specified "cluster of capabilities"

- in this case, class management.



CLASS MANAGEMENT

In the competency domain of class management, the pape "A Common Body

of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 o Teacher

Education," recommended that

All teachers should be proficient in class management
procedures, including applied behavior analysis, group
alerting, guided transitions, materials arrangement,
crisis intervention techniques, and group approaches
to creating positive affective climates. (p. 13)

Because the schooling process takes place in a complex social milieu

which is characterized by many different kinds of interactions, the manage-

ment or coordination of teaching/learning activities is a critical set of

skills for all classroom teachers. Among the many proven strategies are

behavior modification, which has a solid base in research findings; creating

an affective climate, which benefits both teachers and students and reflects

various management styles and outcomes; and an ecological approach, which

stresses the influence of students as a group. All management procedures

are directed to the increase of efficiency in and productivity of classroom

behavior and the reduction of unnecessary disturbances and referrals of stu-

dents as problems. Effective management is important to all students but it

is critical to those whose life situations, tolerances, and abilities are

marginal and who may themselves turn to disorder as the response to disorderly

classrooms.

The materials'presented here are designed to equip faculty members of

colleges of education with some basic strategies to meet the class manage-

ment needs of their students. The strategies focus on general and preventa-

tive management; only Module 7A, Exceptional Conditions, addresses the more

protracted and severe problems which may be encountered in classrooms and

suggests appropriate methods for their amelioration. Although this module

is limited to a few salient notions on class management, it is hoped that

I
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teacher educators and teachers will contribute suggestions on the basis of

their experiences which can be used to update and refine the cluster of

capabilities on which-this module draws.

Other modules iu the total set have high importance also for class-

management procedures. The following should be noted in particular:

Promoting Constructive Student-Student Relationships Module 6A

Formal Observation of Students' Social Behavior Module 8A
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Contents

Within this module are the following components:

Set of Objectives - The objectives focus on the teacher educator Page 4

rather than.as a student (preservice teacher). They identify

what can be expected as a result of working through the

materials. The objectives which apply to teachers are also

identified. They are statements about skills, knowledge,

and attitudes which should be part of the "common body of

practice" of all teachers.

Rating Scales - Scales are included by which a teacher educator Page 5

could, in a cursory way, assess the degree to which the

knowledge and practices identified in this module are

prevalent in the existing teacher-training program. The

rating scales also provide a catalyst for further thinking

in each area.

Self-Assessment - Specific test items were developed to determine Page 9

a user's working knowledge of the major concepts and prin- ,

ciples in each subtopic. The self-assessment may be used

as a pre-assessment to determine whether one would find it

worthwhile to go through the module or as a self check,

after the materials have been worked through. The self-

assessment items also can serve as examples of mastery test

questions for students.

Rationale and Knowledge Base - The brief statement summarizes the Page 14

knowledge base and empirical support for the selected topics

cn class management. The more salient concepts and strate-

gies are reviewed. A few brief simulations/activities and

questions have been integrated with the rationale and

knowledge base..

Bibliography - A partial bibliography of important books, articles, Page 43

and materials is included after the list'of references.

Articles - Four brief articles (reproduced with author's permis- Page 44

sion) accompany the aforementioned components. The articles

support and expand on the knowledge base.
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Objectives

Upon completion of this module you will be better able:

1. To define, compare, and contrast an ecological approach, an

affective approach, and a behavior-modification approach to

class management.

2. To identify correctly the key terms used in each approach.

3. To identify appropriate techniques to use in cases of disruptive

classroom behavior.

4. To identify class-management techniques to maintain high levels

of on-task behavior.

5. To identify procedures by which teachers may produce higher

levels of learner accountability.

6. To assess the teacher-training program with which you are

identified to determine the adequacy of its components an!

outcomes relating to class management.

7. To assess your own background in and literacy on the topic of

class management.

8. To develop the skills necessary to engage in shared leadership

roles and responsibilities.

9. To address "crisis" situations in school which may threaten

the safety of students and the good order of the class.

Reasonable Objectives for Teacher Education

All students should have well-structured knowledge, practical skill,

and commitments to professional performance in the following areas relating

to class management:

1. Creating favorable affective climate.

2. Interceding in cases of disruptive behavior.

3. Maintaining high levels of on-task behavior.

4. Effective group alerting.

5. Learner accountability.

6. Sharing responsibilities with students.
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Rating Scale for the Teacher Preparation Program

Check the statement that best describes the level of your present
teacher-educaticn prograq on the topic of class management.

1. Students being prepared for teaching have been introduced to techniques

of "discipline" in classroom management but they are mostly unaware of

broader, systematic approaches. Apprehension about management is at

high level among students, with teacher control of disturbing behavior

as the chief concern.

2. Students being prepared for teaching have been introduced to techniques

of "discipline" in classroom management and to procedures for consulta-

tion with counselors and administrators in prob.Lem cases. They lack

systematically structured professional knowledge and skill in broader

approaches.

3. Students have had specific training on problems of "discipline," plus

isolated orientation sessions on behavioral principles, affective edu-

cation, student self-responsibility, and like topics, but they lack

systematic, structured approaches to class management.

4. Students being prepared for teaching have had broad didactic training

in classroom management but practice in management is sporadic. Major

emphasis, especially in practicums, is on crisis management rather than

broader management systems.

5. Students in preparation for teaching have clear knowledge ana practical

skill in ecological (Kounin/Borg), behavioral, affective, and other

apploanhes to classroom management.
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Ecological Approach Rating Scale

Rate your teacher education students (as they complete your program). Choose the

level which most accurately describes their classroom management competence.

1. Classroom management (including group alerts and communications,

transitions, and question and answer procedures) tends.to be at least

mildly chaotic and noisy. Only a minority of pupils tend to be

thoroughly attentive or on task at most times.

2. Group signals and alerts are generally well attended, and at least

half the pupils are on task at most times; but transition periods

tend to be chaotic and behavior disturbances are handled unpredictably.

Materials management and record keeping are at minimum acceptability

levels.

3. Teacher-pupil and pupil -pupil communication and management are all

in good order, but mainly on the basis of the very high force level

of the teacher. Teacher authority is clear. Predictability of class

behavior is high because negative consequences for misbehavior are

high--a tough but not highly competent situation.

4. Communication is good; organization is complex but orderly; attention

level is high; disturbance rate is low. Teacher is creative, adaptive,

and shares responsibilities for the environment with students and

rationalizes rules in group sessions. There are some very bad days but

most are tolerable to good.

5. At least 90% of the pupils attend when teacher seeks to alert the full

class; questions almost always serve as signals for all students;

systems for transitions, record keeping, materials management, and

like matters are well understood and observed efficiently. Pupils

are clear about expectations and consequences of their behavior.

11
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Affective Approach Rating Scale

Rate your teacher education students (as they complete your program). Choose the
level which most accurately describes their classroom management competence.

1. Concern for affective development and climate is limited to a general

policy of courtesy and pleasantness. Affective notions are in no way

a planned part of pupil and class management.

2. Positive affective develonment and climate, although recognized as

worthwhile, are sought only through sporadic and generally nonsequen-

tial activities included on an impulse or "time-available" basis.

3. An affective focus is recognized as worthwhile and is included on a

planned but infrequent basis throughout the year. Teachers have oppor-

tunities for inservice education and consultation on the topic.

Teacher's own psychological well-being is also recognized as worthwhile

but it is not addressed in a coherent fashion.

4. An affective focus is recognized as worthwhile and is included on a

regularly scheduled basis much as other subject areas are in the

weekly instructional schedule for students. Needs of teachers and

administrators are recognized as well.

5. An affective focus is recognized as an essential component of the

total curriculum, is a part of the regular daily instructional

schedule, and is systematically included in carry-over activities in

all subject areas. Administrators and teachers attend equally to

professional colleagues' affective needs. Expert consultation is

provided on affective education to both teachers and administrators.

1



Behavioral Approaches Ratink Scale

Rate your teacher education. students (as they complete your program). Choose the

level which most accurately describes their classroom management competence.

1. Modeling is the predominant strategy along with naturally occurring

praise and approval. These techniques are occasionally directed at

modifying behavior but not with any consistency, over time.

2. Sporadic uses of modeling, praise and approval, shaping, and token

reinforcement are evident when a specific problem arises. Day-to-day

continuity and coordination of these techniques are not distinguish-

able.

3. Pupil and class management is addressed via a behavior modification

approach. Individual students as well as small groups are managed

through the reinforcing of desirable and ignoring of undesirable

behavior. Specifically identified undesired behaviors are targeted

for extinction.

4. The use of a range of behavior modification techniques is in evidence.

The teacher manages the classroom by defining desired and undesired

behaviors. Contingencies are set and sometimes renegotiated with the

students. Acceptable class behaviors are clearly articulated and

understood by all the students.

S. The teacher and students manage the classroom. Student self-specifica-

tion of contingencies and -3elf-eva3.uation techniques are in operation.

Desired and undesired behaviors are negotiated. Rules and guidelines

are changed to meet identified goals. Modeling and shaping techniques

are exhibited by students as well as the teacher.

1.1
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SELF ASSESSMENT

Knowledge and Comprehension

1. Define class management to distinguish it from other dimensions of
classroom activities.

2. Management strategies which are designed to influence the affective
domain of tie student stress:

a. personal growth and development

b. psychological well-being

c. behavioral change

d. all of the above

e. none of the above

3. Behavior modification strategies for classroom management are not
specifically designed to:

a. increase specified behaviors

b. decrease specified behaviors

c. produce learner accountability

d. address relaxation techniques

e. desensitize fears and/or anLiety..1
4. Concepts emanating from ecological approaches to class management

(as explicated by Kounin, 1970) include all but which one of the
following:

a. withitness

b. movement management

c. group alerting

d. 'learner accountability

e. task sequencing
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Match the following:

5. keeping students "on their toes"

6. exhibiting desired behavior

7. transitions from activity to activity
and the momentum of each activity

8. appreciation of the uniqueness and
interdependence of individuals and
groups

9. behaviors influenced by stimuli which
folluw them

10. communicating to the students by
actual behavior or knowledge or
awareness of what is occurring in the
classroom

11. reinforcing approximations of desired
behavior

12. developing a sense of wholeness

13. defining values and beliefs and
openly affirming and testing those
notions

14. when the teacher gets to know what
the student is doing and the student
knows the teacher knows

15. working toward a sense of personal
growth and development

16. learning where a stimulus precedes a
behavior

shaping

. b. withitness

c. extinction

d. movement management

e. modeling

f. sensitivity to self
and others

g. operant conditioning

h. sensa of identity

i. learner accountability

j. desensitization

k. personal integration

-1. group alerting

m. unity of consciousness

n. classical conditioning



Application

Choose inserts for the blanks in the following statements from this list:

thrusting reinforcement

spontaneous recovery transitions

group alerting learner accountability

withitness extinction

stimulus boundedness Prepack

.

17. A teacher, while conducting recitations, says, "Helen, who was the

Supreme Commander of Allied Forces in Europe during World War II?"

This question would be inconsistent with the principle of

according to Kounin & Borg.

18. A child enters the classroom late and drops hls coat on the floor

instead of hanging it on an assigned hook as is expected. The\

teacher breaks out of a small-group instructional situation to

reprimand the student. In this case, the teacher is probably

violating a principle relating to , according to

Kounin and Borg.

19. If the teacher had ignored this behavior (in question 19) by the

student as part of a systematic plan, it would illustrate the prin-

ciPle of

20. The loudspeaker from the school principal's office is used frequently,

often resulting in disruption of intensive learning activities. From

a class management point of view, the situation could be described as

an inappropriate

tj
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21. A teacher shows awareness of even the subtle forms of distraction going

on in the classroom, thus illustrating the principle of

22. Having students demonstrate specific skills or knowledge, including

work in progress, is a way - according to Kounin - of increasing

23. When you are conducting a recitation, a good strategy for keeping

all your pupils alert is:

a. To call on the first child who raises his/her hand.

b. To call a child's name, pause, and then ask your queition.

c. To ask your question, pause, and then call a child's name.

d. To require the pupil called on to answer immediately after

you ask your question.

Jimmy is the class clown and his behavior seriously disrupts the class

work. You have ignored his clowning but there has been no reduction in

his behavior.

24. Why has your ignoring behavior failed to reduce it?

25. What can you do to eliminate his misbehavior?

26. List four things teachers should try to keep in mind in dealing

with a potentially dangerous, out-of-control student.

l'/
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Attitude

Circle the number that most closely represents your attitude.

27. Class management cannot be
clearly distinguished from
instructional activities
and attempts make-the dis-
tinction fragment the
teaching/learning process.

28. Viewing class management
from an ecological per-
spective enhances the
interaction within the
total group.

29. Class management
techniques should include
strategies which focus on
the.affective domain of the
student.

30. Behavioristic management
techniques should be the
basis for all class manage-
ment strategies.

31. It is advantageous to be
competent in many diverse
management strategies in
order to accommodate the
wide range of differences
found in the classroom.

Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5
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Assessment Key

1. Class management is that set of activities by which the teacher promotes
appropriate student behavior and eliminates inappropriate student behavior;
develops good interpersonal relationships and a positive socioemotional
climate in the classroom, and establishes and maintains an effective and
productive classroom organization.

2. d

3.

4. e

5. 1

6. e

7. d

8. f

9. g

10. b

11. a

12. m

13. h

14. i

15. k

16. n

17. group alerting

18. stimulus boundedness

19. extinction

20. thrusting

21. withitness

22. learner accoutability

23, c

24, Jimmy is being reinforced by his
classn.ates who laugh at his behavior

25. Discuss the problem with the class,
pointing out that when they laugh it
encourages Jimmy to disturb the class.
Ask students to ignore JiMmy's
clowning and reward pupils who do so.

26. Cf. "Crisis Management" section of
this module.

1!)



CLASS MANAGEMENT: RATIONALE AND KNOWLEDGE BASE

Definitions

First, management must be distinguished from other types of classroom

activities. Teaching can be viewed as having two major sets of activities:

instructional and managerial. Activities which are designed to facilitate

student progress toward specified goals or objectives are considered in-

structional. Diagnosing learner needs, planning lessons, developing curri-

culum, presenting information, asking questions, and evaluating student

progress are examples of instructional activities. Managerial activities

are those which are designed to create and maintain the conditions in

which instruction can take place. Managerial activities address the

efficacy, efficiency, and effectivity of instructional aqd social activities.

Class management, then, is,

...that set of activities by which the teacher promotes
appropriate student behavior and eliminates inappropriate
student behavior, develops good interpersonal relation-
ships and a positive socioemotional climate in the class-
room, and establishes and maintains an effective and
productive classroom organization (Weber, 1977, p. 286)

As more exceptional studente are retained in regular classes, management

problems become more complex and the demands for teacher competency in class

management are increased. When classes are poorly managed, the rates ob-

served in disruptive behavior, inattentiveness, and other undesirable be-

havior are increased; these are frequent causes for referral of students

for special diagnosis or for special education placement. In many instances

it may well be that it is the classroom management situation that requires

diagnosis and remediation rather than - or as well as - the disturbing

student. Thus, it is clear that improvement in class management is one of

the requisites for provic.Ing "least restrictive environments" for "handi-

capped" students.

Instructional and managerial activities are usually not treated as

discrete activities. They are usually addressed collectively in classroom

application. However, for the purpose of analysis and the acquisition of

specific teachei competencies it is useful to make the distinction.

Once the distinction is made, it is readily apparent that teachers are

faced with problems unique to each area. The effective teacher must be able

20
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to distinguish between problems that are instructional and those that are

managerial. Too often,. teachers attempt to solve managerial problems with

instructional solutions. For example, in an attempt to involve a withdrawn

student in the lesson a teacher commonly tries to make the lesson more

interesting - an instructional tactic. This tactic will not meet with

success if the student is not accepted by his classmates or if the student

is withdrawn because of the rapid and constant changes demanded by the en-

viroament (a managerial problem). The student's acceptance by his classmates

relates more directly to social dimensions of the classroom. Social activi-

ties may be viewed as a subcomponent of managerial activities. The social

activities are concerned with how people learn from one another, and how

people reinforce and motivate one another as they move collectively toward

educational goals'within a social framework. Social activities are dealt

with in greater detail in the module "Promoting Constructive Student-

Student Relationships" by Johnson and Johnson.

In his book, Human Characteristics and School Learning, Benjamin

Bloom (1976) discussed problems associated with teaching and learning and

identified particular problems as managerial. After a brief identifica-

tion of a few management problems, Bloom wrote,

But these are problems of management of learners. A theory
such as we are proposing in this book does little to help
teachers with problems of this kind other than to register
the belief that management of'learning is what is at the
center of teaching and that if this is well done, it should
reduce the amount of effort and emotion needed to control
learners (p. 16).

The focus here is on management. The, intent is to present definitions and

principles regarding appropriate class- management strategies as well as to

identify some generic class-management concepts.

Another definitional concern is, "Who does the managing?" Sometimes

approaches to class management are contrasted according to the degree to

which the teacher is authoritarian or permissive, or, to put it differently,

on the basis of the extent of student voice in management. Another way to

view class management is based on non-zero sum gaming theory. This approach

assumes that participation in class management is not'finite and that both

teacher and students can have a high degree of involvement in the managerial

21
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process within the classroom. Everyone can be a winner! This model Views

the involvement of students and the involvement of the teacher in class

management as independent dimensions, rather than as opposite ends of a

scale (Chittenden & Bussis, 1970).

To illustrate this view of student participation and teacher partici-

pation in management as independent dimensions, consider Figure 1. Quadrant

A would best be,described a "a classroom which brings'active teachers

together with active children." It represents high involVement of the

students and high involvement of the teacher. Teachers in this quadrant

see themselves as a...tive learners, an& the classroom reflects the activism.

The classroom reflects the teacher and other concerned adults just as it

reflects the students. Presumably, the achievement of the conditions implied

in this quadrant has involved the training of and growth by the students;

that is, the teachers have deliberately and carefully nurtured the skills

and attitudes necessary for students to control much of their own environ-

ment. The quadrant A condition is considered here to be desirable as a goal

in all of education. Its achievement is one of the developmental problems

for both students and teachers.

In quadrant B the teacher plays a very supportive but entirely non-.

directive role. The :hildren have great freedom in determining the learning

activities. The teacher is more of a counselor than a teacher; the emphasis

is on fostering growth rather than schooling. The teacher generally attempts

to avoid expressing personal preference or direct suggestion, allowing the

student to exercise choice.

Quadrant C would be typified as a "by the book" method. The teacher

relies heavily on the accessible curriculum materials and expertise and does

not question their suitability in themselves or for their particular children.

The reliance on curriculum experts, psychologists, programmed tests, and

manuals allows the teacher or the students very little freedom or chance to

express themselves. The role of the teacher becomes one of "conveyor of

decisions made elsewhere."

The classroom in quadrant D would be teacher dominated. "The teacher

comes through strongly as an individual adult - the kind of teacher who is

often remembered, sometimes with fondness, sometimes with anger" (p. 24).

The teacher is dominant in class management, and leaves very little room

for students to participate in managing their own behavior.

2'2
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Figure 1

0

low involvement of teacher

A

C

low

Fig. 1. Dimensions of teacher-student participation in classroom
management (From Anal.yEitoomEducation,
by E. Chittenden and A. Bussis, Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, N.J., 1970.)

2,J
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In teacher education programs it is important that students be 0

presented with means of conceptualizing the ranges of teacher behavior,

such as presented in Figure 1. While to the writers Quadrant A of

Figure 1,may be more appealing conceptuallysthan Quadrant D, clearly the

most disadvantageous situation for students is the one where the learn-

ing environment is poorly managed (i.e., chaotic, disorderly, and/or

non-productive) regardless of the teacher's philosophical position re-

garding group management. The importance of teachers-in-training giving

serious consideration to how their classroom can reflect their ideals

through its management system is an extremely important question that

should be faced by teachers long before their first day on the-job.

The Role of the Teacher

It is important that teachers-in-training coma to grips with their

role in managing the behavior of students in their classrooms. Not only

do teachers have ultimate responsibility for the behavior of their

students, even though they may attempt to share that responsibility with

them, they are also the social agents most responsible for the process

of developing a citizenry that accepts the rights of others and respon-

sibilities for themselves.

All pdople, whatever their culture, enter a world with pre-existing

norms for behavior. The process of socialization requires that each indi-

vidual as part of his/her maturation learn those rules on which social

interactions are regulated. In industrial societies school has evolved

as the center for the learning of group behavior. Therefore, the rules

regulating group behavior should br readily discernible in the daily

activities of the school classroom. Teachers must accept the need to

teach rules, for whatever their personal misgivings about the norms of

a society, students who fail-to learn those rules are at a definite dis-

advantage in terms of their future possibilities for participating

constructively in that society.

24
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Second, teachers must be fully aware of their own expectations for

the behavior of their students. As the center figure of the classroom

environment and the person ultimately in charge, a teacher-in-training

must be encouraged to reflect carefully on the type of classroom he/she

wants. A teacher should leave a training program with a reasonably well-

defined picture of the classroom in which he/she can function without

feeling a high level of stress. Such feelings are highly individual:

some people merely need to "feel" in control while others need to "look"

in control. Coming to grips with these personal differences is of much

importance, since many of the practices recommended for teachers in this

and other modules in this series require that teachers be sufficiently

"at ease" toe able to "notice the little things" to anticipate behavior,

to "catch students being good," and to be a generally positive model

of the type of person students might strive to become.

Finally, it must be reemphasized how important it is that teachers

have been guided in thinking about and planning for the structure of

their classroom before they begin their teaching. As one teacher noted

about having a classroom structure planned before the students arrive:

"I can think of no job, with the possible exception of an air traffic

controller, where getting off to a good start is so important." Much

of the remainder of this module describes ways teachers can think .bout

getting off to a good start and to retain their position.as the manager

of an educational environment. Before presenting these, however, an

exercise is presented which may be of assistance in helping teachers

think about what kinds of behavior they wish to facilitate in their

classrooms.

C,
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Goals for Structuring a Classroom

Listed below are 30 values that a teacher might wish to instill

in his/her class through active planning of classroom structure, activities

and feedback to students. Try to select four of these that you would

like to promote in your classroom. Blanks are provided for values not on

the list that you consider important. Rank tte values you have chosen in

the order of importance from one to four. Try not to choose ones which

in your mind are the same on very similar.

Completing tasks Responsibility for self

Joy and laughter Respect for others' rights

Acceptance of authority Freedom

Concentration Purposefulness

Individual accomplishment Group accomplishment

Competition Individual effort

Acceptance of individual Right to privacy
differences

Cooperation Self-determination

Orderliness Meeting obligations

Sharing with the group Exploration and inquisitiveness

Creativity Unconditional love

Respect for authority Participation

Earning what one gets Being prepared

Being a member of a group Patience

Quiet Staying on task

2r;
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On a separate sheet of paper write for each of the four goals

(beginning with the one you rated 1) four ways that you might promote

the selected value. Be careful that your means of promoting one goal

is not contrary to another goa.

Below is an example of how one teacher might go about promoting

th# first goal on the list.

Goal: Completing tasks -

(1) Each time a student completed his/her assignment I would write

the student's name on a slip of paper and put it in a fish bowl...

would buy prizes for a drawing to be held every other Friday.

I would explain to the students how their chances of winning are

increased with every complete assignment and also how they would

be betta,r off if they completed one assignment and let another

go tha they would be if they just did part of two assignments.

(2) I woll be very careful not to assign all students the same

level or the same amount of work. If I really want students to

complete their assigned tacks I must be realistic about what

each student can accomplish. To me it's important that students

learn the satisfaction of a task that is "wrapped up" as well

as mastery of academic subjects. So I would have a student who

works rather slowly do, for example, the even numbered problems

on a page and expect him to get to the end of that page than

have him work every problem and have him left with his assign-

ment half completed at the end of the period.

(3) Another way I would try to enhance students' task completion

would be to have students keep a separate assignment book in

which the details of assignments were kept (pages to be

read, questions to be answered, dates due, etc.). Each

assignment would be written in a separate box and students

would cross out completed assignments. I could use the book

to review students' accomplishments periodically and they

would have a running record of their own accomplishments.

2'
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(4) Another way I might try to enhance task completion is to give

group points for each assignment a group member hands in that

earns at least 80% of the total points. These points would

be points for the whole group.to use for group rewards for

hard work (field trips, class picnics, parties, a free period,

food, etc.). This would encourage students to work together

to complete tasks and would help students learn the importance

of positive interdependence and working together in getting

things done.

As students' responses to the above exercise show, there are obviously

many ways to go about promoting what teachers want to emphasize in their

classes. While experience is one way of acquiring skill in formulating

procedures to realize one's goals for a, classroom, often a basic concep-

tual paradigm helps students in thinking about ways to promote the goals

they have for their classrooms.

Many approaches to class management are readily identifiable. Here,

attention is given to (a) the principles and coordinate strategies ad-

vanced by Kounin and Borg as related to discipline and class management,

(b) management techniques designed to influence the affective domain of

the student, (c) behavioristic techniques designed to focus on the overt

actions of the student, and (d) crisis management. Each approach is

outlined to explicate the range and comprehensive nature of class manage-

ment as well as to provide specific strategies for classroom application,

An Ecological View of Class Management

Jacob Kounin (1970) identified numerous dimensions of class management.

His extensive research and that of Borg (1976) provide substantial support

for the following four basic notions of successful classroom management:

withitness, movement management, group alerting, and learner accountability.

It should be noted that Borg (1976) produced a specific set of training

resources and suggested activities which can be used to train teachers in

practical ways to use the management principles suggested by Kounin. Borg's

research suggests that teachers who apply the Kounin principles after train-

ing have less incidents of disturbing behavior than do other classrooms

(Borg, 1976).
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Withitness. Withitness is defined as the teacher's communicating to

the students by actual behavior a knowledge or awareness of what is occurring

in the classroom. It is not sufficient for the teacher to merely know what

is going on; it is essential that the teacher communicate that knowledge to

the students. Sussman (1976) indicated that 95% of any given group can be

expected to observe the rules if the members of the group understand them.

Further, Sanders (1977) asserted that many if not most of discipline or

class management problems stem from the teacher's inability to communicate.

Communicating that a teacher is knowledgeable of what is occurring in

the classroom is contingent upon overlapping behaviors, concurrent praise,

and descriptions of desirable behavior. Overlapping behaviors are those

by which the teacher indicates that he/3he is attending to more than one

issue, when there is more than one issue to deal with at a particular time.

For example, the teacher is listening to a student in a subgroup read when

a student from another subgroup approaches; if the teacher maintains the

flow of the reading group and also responds to the intruding student, over-

lapping occurs. If however, the teacher totally ignores the intruding

student, or if the teacher becomes totally immersed in the intrusion,

overlapping does not occur.

An area for further exploration is discerning how many

issues a teacher can productively deal with at a particular

time. What is the saturation point? How might teachers

differ in their ability to direct attention to more than

one issue? Take a moment to write out a few hypotheses

regarding the notion of overlapping and how it can be tested.

2
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Correct timing and targeting of "desist behaviors" (i.e. teacher action

to stop a misbehavior, according to Kounin) communicate to students that the

teacher is indeed aware of what they are doing. Each teacher action de.-

signed to monitor or alter student behavior can be either correct or incor-

rect for both the timing of the action and the target. If deviant behavior

spreads from one student to a number of other students or if the deviant

behavior increased in seriousness before it was confronted, then a timing

mistake occurred. If the teacher addressed the wrong student or an onlooker,

or if the teacher addressed a less serious deviant behavior & target mistake

occurred. When either a timing mistake or a target mistake occurs the com-

munication to the students is that the teacher is not aware of all that is

going on in the classroom.

Withitness also can be displayed to students by suggesting an alternative

behavior. When a deviant behavior occurs, the teacher diverts the disruptive

or off-task individual by pointing out more acceptable alternative behaviors.

The teacher also can communicate withitness by praising the nonditriant

or nondisruptive on-task behavior of students, thereby avoiding direct con-

frontation with the student displaying off-task behavior. Caution must be

exercised when using this tactic so that timing and/or target mistakes do

not occur. However, well-placed praise, that is, praise of acceptable

behavior which gains the attention of the student engaged in deviant or

off-task behavior, can be effective.

Finally, withitness can be exhibited by a teacher by requesting that

the deviant or off-task student describe desirable behavior. This direct

involvement of the student in generating alternative acceptable actions

not only allows the student to reflect on what was occurring but, also,

presents an opportunity to evaluate future actions.

The situation: The teacher is teaching addition facts to

the entire class as children take turns solving the problems

at the chalkboard. Ma and John, who are sitting next to
rj

each other start to whisper. Robert watches this and he too

gets into the act. Then Jane giggles and says something to

John. Mary leans over and whispers to Jane. At this point,

the teacher intervenes with, "Mary and Jane, stop that."

3u



What did the teacher's action communicate to the rest of the class?

What alternative strategies might have been used?

According to the definition of withitness, which specific behaviors

did this teacher exhibit?

Exhibiting withitness is a major factor in effective pupil and class ,

management. Movement management or maintaining smoothness and momentum in

transitions is another significant factor.

Movement Management. Movement management is concerned with the flow

of activities in the classroom. The teacher must initiate, sustain, and

terminate many activities. The teacher must manage the students' physical

and psychological movement and be able to appropriately arrange.or-structure

the learning environment. Transitions must be made in a smooth fluid fashion.

Smoothness would seem to be of paramount importance in light of recent

research or time on task or direct contact time in relation to student

achievement. Teacher behaviors that maintain smoothness are not deflected

from the main\activity by reacting to an unobtrusive stimulus, and behaviors

that do not flip-flop from one activity to another exemplify a smooth tran-

sition.

One dimension of smoothness is the absence of thrusts. Kounin (1970)

defined the latter as follows: The teacher bursts in suddenly on the

children's activities in such a manner that it indicates that his/her own

intent was the only determinant of timing and point of entry versus a more

timely interjection in which the teacher introduces information in a manner

which minimizes interruption in the students' activity. Thrusts, then, con-

cern a change in the direction of activity. The notion emphasizes the

importance of checking "where" the students are prior to changing the direc-

tion of the activity. It also emphasizes that time must be granted to allow

the students to react to the change in direction.
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Another- dimension of smoothness that confronts the teacher's stimulus-

bound behaviors is the stimulus that is not relevant to the immediate situa-

tion. For example, during a mathematics lesson several students work problems

on the board. As one student finishes a set of problems the teacher calls

upon another student to go to the board. The teacher says, "Thank you Karen,

that's fine. Bonnie, will you please ac the next set?" Bonnie stands up

and approaches the board. The teacher then notices Bonnie's coat draped

over the back of her chair. "What is your coat doing in here?" asks the

teacher. "You know that your coat is to be in.your locker. Now put it where

it belongs." Bonnie puts her coat away as the teacher goes up and down the

aisles to check for other coats before returning her attention to the math

activity. In this example, the teacher obviously war deflected from the

main activity by reacting to an unrelated stimulus. It would have been more

productive to delay the response until a natural break in the math activity

occurred, or until hanging up coats was the major activity.

A third dimension of smoothness can be called flip-flopping from one

activity to another and than back to the original. For example, the teacher

says, "Class., put your spelling papers away and get out your math books."

Pause. - "By the way, how many of you spelled all the words correctly on the

test today?" This flip-flop not only causes the students to switch psycholog-

ically from one activity to another but, also, forces many of them to hunt

through their desks to retrieve their spelling papers to provide evidence

for the teacher or themselves on how well they actually did on the test.

In addition to smooth transitions from activity to activity, the momentum

of activities also must be regulated. OverdwelZtn on a specific behavior

or seemingly important point produces a slowdown in the activity movement

and reduces work involvement. Another common clafisroom slowdown is pro-

duced by a teacher breaking down an activity into components when the activ-

ity could have been performed more expediently as a single unit. Therefore,

overdwelling on behavior in the form of moralizing or nagging, overemphasizing

props, such as pencils, books, or papers, or breaking down activities that

can be dealt with as a single unit, all alter (slowdown) the momentum of

activities.

34:
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The situation: The teacher is directing the Bluebird group

to come to the reading circle from their desks. The teacher

says, '.4/l right, it's the bluebirds' turn to come up to the

reading circle. Robert, will you please come up here?" Robert

stands up. "Now, Robert, take that seat please." Robert does

this. "Now, Judi, will you come up and take the seat next to

me?" Judi gets up and walks to the seat in the reading circle.

"Richard, now it's your turn." Richard walks up. The teacher

then turns to Margaret and directs her to the reading circle.

She continues in this rein until all seven members of the

Bluebird group are assembled in the reading circle, and then

the teacher proceeds with giving directions and reading the

story.

What might have been the teacher's motives for calling each

student individually?

What effect does this management behavior have on pupil work'

involvement?
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Movement management includes both transitions from activity to activity

and the momentum of each activity. It is also obvious-that sensitive movement

management communicates withitness to the students. The categories are by no

means discrete. The final two notions regarding pupil and class management--;

e.w., group alerting and learner accountability--are concerned with maintain-

ing group focus which also communicate withitness. The teacher works with

groups, subgroups, and individual students. Even though the groups vary in

size the teacher still has the responsibility for each particular individual.

Group alerting and learner accountability techniques address this dimension

of management.

Group Alerting. Kounin (1970) wrote, "Group alerting refers to the

degree to which a teacher attempts to involve nonreciting children in the

recitation task, maintain their attention, and keep them 'on their toes' or

alerted. Anything the teacher does that indicates an overt effort on her

part to get more than the reciter attentive and involved is considered a

group alerting cue" (p. 117). Keeping students on their toes can be achieved

through several techniques. A teacher can pose a question and then pause

before calling on a student to answer. This questioning technique is more

conducive to group alerting than if the teacher names a student and then

. frames the question.

The teacher who call on students at random to recite, read, or respond

to stimuli impacts on the group to a greater degree than the teacher who calls

on students in a predetermined sequence which is known'to the students. In

addition, the teacher may use alerting cues that inform the nonperformers

that they may be called on.

The situation: Miss Jones is seated in front of a subgroup

of children at the reading circle. She is holding a stack of

flash cards, saying, "Who can read the next one?" She pauses,

holds up a card, looks around the group suspensefully and says,

"John." John says "Cook." Miss Jones responds, "Fine. Now who

can name a word that sounds like it?" The teacher pauses again,

looks around, and calls on Sandy. Sandy says, "Cake." The

teacher then asks, "Now who can think of a word that rhymes with

cake?" She looks around and calls on Sam.

3 4
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What type of group alerting tactic did Miss Jones rely on?

What other tactics could also be used?

INMINI /MI

Learner Accountability. A learner is held accountable when the teacher

gets to know what the student is doing'and the student knows the teacher

knows what the student'is doing on a particular task. The teacher can demon-

strate this knowledge and hold the student accountable and responsible in a

number of ways. The teacher may ask direct questions that focus attention

on specific student goals, e.g., How is your work on the multiplication

tables proceeding? Have you completed your plans for the experiment yet?

Goal-directed prompts indicate that the teacher knows whalth5student is

working on and concu-rently causes the student to reflect on his/her progress

toward the identified goal.

liql
)

The teacher also can hold students accountable for their actions y

having them show their work or demonstrate skills or knowledge. This does

not have to be a summary or final activity. Work in progress, many times,

is more informative and enlightening than final products.

Cooperative ventures,with peers also provide the teacher with an accounts-

e bility cue. The teacher may involve all of the students in a group, e.g.,

"Everybody read the next word." Or, the teacher may ask a student to

respond to or build on contributions of a previous student.

Goal-directed prompts, demonstrating work or abilities, and peer

involvement are all productive accountability strategies.

The situation: Twelve children are in a semicircle facing

the blackboawo! where Mrs. Smith has printed some words. She

says, "This is a word we had yesterday. What does it say?"

She looks aroUnd momentariZy and cans on Richard. Richard

says, "Bed." The teacher then points to another word and calls

on Bonnie. Bonnie says, "Red." 'The teacher then says, "Now

3u
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garybo& read the next ones." As the children recite in unison,

the teacher leans forward and looks around. She says, "I can't-'

hear you, David. Louder." David reads more' loudly. The teacher

says, "That's fine. Now (she points to a different word) what

does this say, Juan?" Juan reads, "Work." The teacher then says,

"Everybody read the next word," and she leans forward and cups her

ear while ZOoking around, r.

What specific learner accountability tactics did Mrs. Smith exhibit?

Were aZZ Z2 children in the grpup probably involved in this lesson?

Why? Why not?

Withitness, movement management, group alerting and learner accounta-

bility constitute the underlying principles of class management as explicated

by Kounin and Borg in an ecological approach to group management.

The Ripple Effect. The "ripple effect" identified by Kounin refers

to the effect that admonishing one student has on other students in the

classroom. Among students ranging from kindergarten to college, Kounin

noted that reprimanding one student in a group has the effect of produc-

ing conformity among the others. As a concept "the ripple effect" is

similar to "vicarious learning" in the behavioral paradigm, although the

latter stresses also the "ripple effect" of praise and other rewards in

promoting desirable behavior.

In his research Kounin also looked at three qualities of admonitions

("desists"): "clarity," "firmness," and "roughness." Clarity was evi-

denced in desists which named the student being admonished, specified

clearly the behavior that was not acceptable and reviewed for the students

the reason it was not acceptable. Firmness was evidenced in desists where

3 6
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the teacher communicated clearly that he/she "meant business," that the

behavior was not going to be tolerated and that the teacher was not going.

to give in or give up on the problem. Roughness was evidenced in desists

which were threatening, angry, and/or involved physical punishment or

handling of the child. Kounin's research indicated that there was a

differential, response of students to each of these three methods. Clarity

tended to increase the conforming of all students who witnessed the admoni-

tion. Firm desists tended to have an effect on the conformity of students

who were engaged in the same behavior as the admonished student, but had

a weaker general effect on the conformity of other students. Roughness

was not related to actual changes.in_overt_behamiar and_tended_only....ta

upset students.

In general the "ripple effect" was found to be important in classroom

management, especially when desists were marked by clarity. Two trends

in the relative strength of the effect were noted however: (1) it tended

to be very strong toward the beginning of the year and to weaken con-

siderably over the course of the year, and (2) the effect of the type of

"desist" was not related to the level of undesirable behavior among high

school students, where the effects of the students' appreciatiokof the

curriculum and the teacher were much better predictors of behavior.

To summarize them, Kounin and Borg introduce a number of key ideas

about classroom management:

(1)'Teachers need to be aware of all that is going on in a classroom

at one time and to communicate that knowledge to students.

(2) Momentum is crucial to a smooth-running classroom. Teachers can

maintain an academically-oriented momentum through the principles

of movement management outline by Kounin and Borg.

(3) Classroom productivity is increased and, the need for dwelling

on student behavior is decreased when students are kept alert to

the possibility of being asked to perform and be accountable for

academic productivity.

(4) When teachers respond to student behavior there is a '?ripple

effect" among other students. The way teachers admonish student

misbehavior affects how other students in the class are affected.

Some types of teacher responses create emotional side effects

which are counterproductive to academic accomplishment and social

learning.

31
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Affective Domain

Class-management techniques can be designed to influence the affective

perspective of the student. These techniques derive from the assumption

that the overt behavior reflects internal cognitive or emotional views of

oneself and/or others. "Positive" behavior is assumed to be the product

of "healthy," "realistic" or "age appropriate" mental perspectives, and

that "negative" behavior can be most effectively prevented or dealt with

through improving students' cognitive and/or affective perspectives on

themselves and others. Many productive notions that focus on affect

emanate from humanistic or perceptual psychology. Numerous individuals,

including Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers,_Axthur.Combs,_and Earl Kelley

have championed the basic notions of personal integration, sense of iden-

tify, and sensitivity to self and others. From these notions management

(although in this context "management" almoLt sounds inappropriate) tech-

niques for educators are readily identifiable.

Personal Integration. Personal integration is facilitated through

a commitment to growth and development. Students need to be encouraged

to view life as a process of becoming and they need to have the opportunity

to.choose experiences that are conducive to such development. 'A sense

of developmental change must be engendered. Kelley (1962) wrote about

7- the integrated person,

He sees that creation is not something which occurred long ago and
is finished, but that it is now going on all around him. He sees
the evil of static personality because it seeks to stop the process
of creation to which we owe our world and our being. He exults in
being a part of this great process and in having an opportunity to
facilitate it. (p. 20)

Miller (1976) identified specific strategies that address all the basic

notions of affective education in general and four strategies to enhance per-

sonal integration/development in particular. For example, Miller reviewed a

model for classroom management--psychological education--which was developed

by Mosher and Sprinthall (1972). Rooted in the theories of Piaget, Erickson,

and Kohlberg, psychological education attempts explicitly to facilitate

identity formation and integration in the student. More specifically, the

objectives of the model are to enable or assist the individual:
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To listen to people - to their ideas and to their feelings.

To attend to and identify feelings and subjective reactions

in general.

To perceive people accurately and to judge people correctly and

efficiently.

To understand himself - who he is at a given time.

To express feelings of .his

To be spontaneous and creative.

To `respond to other people's feelings.

To relate to others - to have more complex, more profound.

interpersonal relations.

To act in behalf of a personal value.

To perceive - articulate - who he wants to become.

To formulate a set of personal meanings - a personal

philosophy. (Mosher & Sprinthall, 1970, p. 915) ,

Classroom application of psychological education includes two major components:

(a) instruction on human development and (b) nurturing cognitive, ego, and

moral development. The instruction or knowledge level explores questions

such as, Who was I as a child? Who am I now? Who am I becoming? within

the developmental perspective. The second component, nurturing, directly

relates to pupil and class management. Mosher and Sprinthall suggested

using peer counseling to allow students to share experiences on a deeper

interpersonal level as well as to recognize the difficulties in communication.

The peer counseling is then expanded to test perceptions in the classroOm

with other students and mexp(prts," including the teacher, special resource

teachers, administrators, and other individuals serving as resources to the
students.
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The students then expand their perception check to include the home and

other community resources. . The increased awareness and developing communi-

cation skills enhance the classroom interaction.

The situation: John, afflicted with muscular dystrophy,

has recently been confined to a wheelchair. John's classmates

are having trouble accepting this new limitation. The wheelchair

poses new problems in the classroom. It is very dittr ult for

John to take part in games played on the floor as he did before.

It is hard for the students to understand this change, especially

since the changes they are going through provide more freedom and

ability rather than restrictions.

How can the teacher provide a classroom atmosphere that will

encourage the students' to "walk in someone else's shoes?"

What types of individual differences and human commonalities

exist among classmates?

Given the differences andL32mmonaaties, how will the goals

of the. students differ?

The psychological education model also can be applied to other activities,

such as class meetings, teaching, film making, and volunteer work. In brief,

the underlying theme permeates all classroom management activities. The

teacher must have a working knowledge of human development, be able to com-

municate empathy, genuinness, and respect for students, and grant the students

opportunity to test their autonomy.
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Personal integration is addressed by other models as well. Erik

Erikson provided a developmental perspective through the resolution of ego

crises. Alan Hoffman and Thomas Ryan articulated a psychosocial model

aimed at positive self-concept and independent learning skills. Lawrence

Kohlberg described how people reason about moral issues and stressed the

avoidance of stage retardation.

Sense of Identity. Sense of identity ox positive self-concept allows

the individual to define the values he believes in and to openly affirm

those values that are izIfegral to his identity. The identity that an indi-

vidual develops is his cA.In and is noebased on what others expect, although

the identity is developeCin a social context. It is based on a conscious

process of ,choice and self-determination. Maslow (1962) wrote, "The person,

insofar as heltiea real perSon, is his own main determinant. Every person

is, In peii:his own projedt,' and makes himself" (p. 36). Kelley (1962)

went on to note, "The fully fanctioning person develops and holds human

values...the better the life, the better the values. He knows no other way

except: in keeping with his values" (p. 81).

The values clarification model of Raths, Harmin, and Simon (1966) is

designed to enhance the student's sense of identity. This approach guides

students through a process that encourages them to clarify and act on their

values. The sequential process of prizing, choosing, and acting demands that

a student he involved in the management anedetermination of the classroom

environment.

There follow the seven basic processes of valuing:

Prizing and Cherishing - Students need to discover what is

important to them and learn to set priortxies.
te,

Publicly Affirming - One way to express one's values is to

stand up for what one believes, to voice one's opinion, to pub-
,

licly affirm one's position. Groups increase their efficiency

in class management and decision making as more information is

supplied by their members.

Choosi-g from Alternatives.- Alternatives must be realized

and examined in order to exercise choice.

Choosing after Considering Conseq.,ences - It is essential

that students be .taught to examine the consequences of the

alternatives under consideration and thus illumine the pros and

41
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cons. By weighing both sides of an issue and the pros and cons

of various alternatives, chances for good decisions are increased.

Choosing Freely - Environments in which students can make

choices after establishing their valuis and examining alternatives

and their consequences, must be created. It is futile to go

through a values clarification if the student cannot make a free

choice in the final analysis.

Acting - Students should be encouraged to act oa their beliefs,

goals, and ideals. Students can become increasingly involved in

classroom and community activities if given opportunities to act

on their values.

Acting with a Pattern, Repetition and Consistency - As a

student acts on his/her identified values, patterns of actions are

developed. The student's most valued activities are repeated,

thus eliminating behaviors that would 6e contradictory to those

cherished values.

Techniques that a teacher can use to encourage or develop the preceding

processes include the following:

The Clarifying Response - a way of responeng to a student

that results in his considering what he has chosen, what he prizes,

and/or what he is doing, e.g., Have you felt this way a long time?

The Value Sheet - the value sheet consists of a provocative

statement and a series of questions duplicated on a sheet of paper

and distributed to students. The writings may later be shared in

discussions.

The Value-Clarifying Discussion - the teacher must be non-

judgmental and accepting. Value confusion cannot be cleared by a

process of clever teacher direction. Teacher helps students

examine alternative and consequences, does not tell "right" or

"wrong," is candid about his own values, and points to the im-

portance of the individual making his own choices and considering

implications for his owu life.

Role-Playing, Contrived Incident, Zig-Zag Lesson, Devil's Advocate,

Value Continuum and numerous other methods are found in Values and Teaching

(Simon et. al., 1972).
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This clarification of values process can begin by using the classroom

model as an environment in which to identify, choose, and act on values.

Indeed, it can be expanded. However, general or global values that students

may hold can be directly related to classroom management.

Sorg (1976) developed protocol materials specifically aimed at self-

perception through modeling reinforcement, extinction, praise, and prompting.

(See the appended article by Borg for further discussion.)

Sense of identity is also addressed through responsible decision making

in Giasser's (1969) classroom-meeting model. Weinstein and Fantini (1970)

stressed positive identity, self-control, and relatedness to others in their

Identity Education model. Other models stressing self-concept through

group cohesiveness and fully functioning persons were proposed by Shaftel

and Shaftel (1967) and Rogers (1961), respectively.

The situation: Nancy is bright and articulate. She readily

contributes to discussions, although her contributions are some-

what inconsistent. At times she will advocate student rights and

less teacher control. When dealing with the same issue but with

a different group of students she argues for more teacher control

and more passive student action. The students are increasingly

aware of her inconsistencies and therefore do not accept her ideas

as they once did. Nancy recognizes her classmates' rejection

and reacts by taking more Vxtreme positions and resorts to making

statements for their shock value. She-seems to enjoy the position

of being a rebeZ in whatever group she is in.

What can be done to assist Nancy to develop a more positive self-

concept?

Can the other students be involved in any productive way?

43
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Sensitivity to Self and Others. In a classroom situation the student

cannot cut himself off from other people. In order to effectively function

in a group situation an openness and sensitivity to self and others must -bez

evident. Kelley, (1962) wrote of the fully functioning person,

He has a selfish interest in the quality of those around him
and has responsibility in some degree for that quality. The whole
matter of selfishness and altruism disappears when he realizes
that self and other are interdependent - that we are indeed our
brothees keeper, and he ours. Coming into the awareness of
mutual need modifies human behavior. He comes to see other
people as opportunities, not for exploitation, but for the build-
ing of self. He becomes a loving person, so that he can get closer
to the real source of his power. (p. 18)

Sensitivity to self and others has been most,commonly addressed through

Human Relation's Training and the use of the T-group method. Many educators,

after receiving such training, have. implemented similar activities in the

classroom to enhance class management. Human relations training is designed

to develop,

1. a spirit of inquiry and willingness to experiment with

one's role in the world,

2. an increased sensitivity to the actions of others,

3. a capacity for empathy,

4. increased awareness of factors that enhance or hinder

group functioning,

5. the ability to intervene in a group situation to improve

group functioning, and

6. the ability to resolve conflict situations through problem

solving rather than through coercion or manipulation (Campbell

& Dunnette, 1968).

The model employs a small-group, face-to-face, encounter that generally

focuses on the here and now. Members discuss themselves, their actions, and

how their behavior is impacting on the group. The group leader attempts to

set an example by giving and receiving affective feedback.

Human relations training emphasizes feedback. Feedback is useful

when it is descriptive rather than evaluative, specific rather than general,

directed toward a behavior which the receiver can change, well-timed, asked

for rather than imposed, and checked to insure clear communication.

44
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Although the process is conducted in small groups, the role of the

teacher is to give and receive feedback as well as to facilitate a climate

of psychological safety. The teacher must not dominate the situation but,

rather, model behavior related'to effective group functioning.

Since the focus of the group is on the here and now, management

techniques and problems are most appropriate for discussion. Many classroom

issues can be resolved through the use of human relations training while

allowing the students to develop a greater sensitivity tnself and others.

Hlidek (1979) suggested the following teaching behaviors to facilitate

greater sensitivity:

1. Begin the day with approval comments about the class

or individual students for 30-60 seconds.

2. Begin each learning activity with 30-60 seconds of

approval behavior.

3. End each learning activity with approval comments.

4. Begin and end each transition with approval relating

to desired expectations.

5.

6.

7. ... (p. 11-12).

The situation: Rob is a high school student of high ability.

H carries an A average in aZZ his courses with the exception of

mathematics in which he has recently received very low grades.

Rob is outspoken about his dislike for the math teacher. He claims

that he cannot stand the lectures and he is simply "turned off."

Rob likes math and usually does well, but he does not like his

teacher.

What can be done to increase Rob's sensitivity to himself and his

teacher?

What techniques might Rob's teacher use to work collaboratively on

this problem?
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Again, other models exist by which sensitivity to the group may be.

achieved. Carkhuff (1969) developed.a model that aims at communication
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skills. Whail's (1972) model'is concerned with awareness of others'

needs and feelings, and Berne (1967) and Ernst (1972) are concerned with

open communicatian and personal growth in a transactional analysis

-approach.

The management strategies identified inn these few pages represent an

attempt to influence the affect of the student. Although other management

techniques (ecological and behavioral) also may influence the affect, here

affect is the focal point. The strategies do not necessarily represent

management per se but, rather, negotiated frameworks for pupil and class

interaction which respect student autonomy and integrity. Respect for human .

dignity is of special import when meeting the needs of all children. The

handicapped child brings special needs as well as speciO. resources into

the classroom. Recognition of the needs are outlined in the IEPs. Perhaps

the special resources or abilities of the handicapped child should be out-

lined as well. Take a few minutes to list some of the more obvious ways a

handicapped student can enrich the classroom and thereby provide a catalyst

for improved class management.

S

Behavioristic Management Techniques

One reason that behavioral techniques have been especially weJ1-

accepted in school settings is.simply that the primary assumption of this

approach is one with which teachers are comfortable: "behavior is learned."

According to behavioral theory, a person acts in a particular manner be-

cause of the consequences of acting that way within the context of his/her

life. This is considered true for both "desired" and "undesired" behavior(s).

A second reason for the rapid acceptance of behavioral techniques among

school personnel is the positivistic assumption that by studying the rela-

tionship between the behavior of an individual and the consequences of

that behavior, programs can be instituted which reduce, increase or main-

tain that behavior simply through the magipulation of its consequences.
61 ti



Since school age children add youth occupy a social position where adults,

especially parents and teachers, can establish many relatively strong con-

sequences for their behavior, behavior modification approaches to class

management have been particularly successful. Finally it should be noted

that behavioral psychology has considerable potential as a conceptual

synthesis.for much of what has 'been learned in studying behavior. for other

paradigms.

The goal of class management is ultimately to coordinate, control, or

modify classroom behaviors in ways which are'productive and healthy for

all concerned. From the'perspective of the behaviorist, behavior modi-

fication results from either classical conditioning (learning where a

stimulus precedes the behavior) or operant conditioning (behaviors influ-

enced by stimuli that follow them). The use of both classical and operant

conditioning, then, provide many approaches to the modification of behav-

ior. O'Leary and O'Leary (1977) divided these behavior modification

approaches into two classes: procedures to increase specified' behaviors

and procedures to decrease specified behaviors, Obviously, the two

classes are not discrete inasmuch as some procedures may be used on some

occasions to increase behaviors and on other occasions, to decrease behav-

iors. There follows a brief synapsis of some of the primary concepts

and procedures of the behavioral paradigm and a brief presentation of

one of the major applications of the behavioral approach to classroom

management. Much of this and other relevant concepts are detailed in

O'Leary and O'Leary's (1977) book, Classroom Management: The Success-

ful Use of Behavior Modification.

Reinforcement. The term reinforcement is central to behavioral

approaches to classroom management. Reinforcement'occurs when an overt

or covert event following a behaviOr affects the likelihood that the

behavior may be performed again in .the future. The agents of reinforce-

ment (reinforcers) can be tangible (toys, money, food), social (smiles,

praise, status), activities (free time, extra gym, parties) or fit in

one of many other categories. In,fact for many people the most important

reinforcers are their own thoughts about their behavior.

4 ./
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Positive Reinforcement. Most behavioral research conducted in

schools has attempted to positively reinforce desired behavior, i.e.,

has attempted to increase the probability that students would act in

ways that were desired by teachers. In this'research a host of tangi-

ble, social and activity reinforcer& have been used to increase the

performancepf a wide range of academic and social behavior.

Praise and Approval. Praise and approval can be thoughof as

positive reinforcement, but also deserves to be singled out as one of

the most potent ways a teacher can influence the behavior of students.

Research (Becker, Madsen, Arnold, & Thomas, 1967, Diabman & Lahey,

1974; Kirby & Shields, 1972; Madsen, Becker, & Thomhs, 1968) indicated

that students will attend longer to specified learning tasks if the

teacher praises the student while he is paying attention. In addition,

praise or approval of a specific behavior has been found more effective

than general praise. Positive words or gestures have proven to be

effective tools in changing student behav r.

Self-specification of Contingencies. Allowing students themselves

to set contingencies in some cases has increased academic behaviors.

Encouraging this self-specification also enhances the long-term goal of

having students set their own standards. It also helps insure that the

established consequende of a behavior will be reinforcing to a particular

student or group of students.

Establishment of Clear Rules and Directions. Clear and explicit

rules and directions do not necessarily change disruptive classroom

behaviors, but the clarity of such communications is essential to estab-

lish a base-line for distinguishing appropriate and inappropriate

behaviors. When the guidelines are made explicit it is then necessary

to reinforce behaviors which are consistent with the guidelines. This

type of structure, then, can encourage self-control within the identified

framework which will allow for greater freedom and flexibility in the

future.

48
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Shaping. Shaping is the procedure by which a teacher achieves a

specified desired student behavior by reinforcing approximations of the

desired behavior. Continued reinforcemeAit of closer and closer approximations

is conducted until the desired behavior is performed, then only the desired

behavior is reinforced. The term "paSsive shaping" is used to distinguish

activities in which the teacher phySically'guides a student through a be-

havior. For example, when a studeilt is learning to print, the teacher may

take the student's hand and assist him or"her in drawing the letters.

Another example s when a student attempts to learn a difficult gymnastics

stunt and the teacher physically guides the action. Passive shaping is used

when modeling or requesting the student to display a specific behavior is

not sufficient. Reinforcing the approximations of the desired behavior is

central to passive shaping as hell.

Modeling. The use of modeling has been productiyely implemented in'

managing pUpil and class behaviors. Just as a teacher may start teaching

a child to print by showing how the act is done, appropriate classroom

behaviors can be modeled and then the child can be requested to model a

specified behavior.

Programmed Instructioi. Academic materials arranged in a sequential

step-wise order with feedback mechanisms instructing the student on the

correctness of the last response and information on how to proceed have

met with success. The programmed instruction is designed so that most

children succeed on most items. This emphasis on low difficulty level con-

tent tends to lead to better achievement and reduced frustration, which is

particularly important for handicapped students. Most recently, this type

of instruction has been computerized. As the capacities of computers con-

tinue to grow exponentially, the users of programmed instruction also grows.

Behavior modification techniques include multiple procedures to

decrease behaviors. A review of the most salient techniques follows.

ExtinctLon. Many inappropriate student behaviors have been decreased

when the teacher stops attending to them. Withholding praise or approval

and/or ignoring the undesired behavior in many instances will decrease the

frequency of that behavior or extinguish it completely. It must be noted
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that non-attendance to undesired behaviors should be coupled with

rienforcing appropriate behavior. Thus, the extinction procedure should

be used in tandem with the praise and approval notions reviewed earlier.

Reinforcing Behavior Incompatible with Undesired Behavior. As an

extension of the notion of extinction, when identifying behaviors to be

reinforced it is most productive to select and reinforce behaviors which

are incompatible with the undesired behavior. For example, if wandering

about the classroom is an undesired behavior, the teacher should 'not

attend to the wandering behavior but should reinforce academic seat work,

because a student cannot be involved in seat work and wander about at

the same time..

Punishment. In behavioral terms, punishment can be thought of as'4

having the opposite effect of positive reinforcement, i.e., it works to

reduce the probability that the behavior it follows will be performed

again. One of the main problems with punishment is that it fails to

teach desired behavior. That is not to say, however, that it does not

have a place in educational settings. Some behavior warrants a response

which has the immediate effect of stopping a behavior. The choice of

punishing consequences should be thought about carefully. Corporal

punishment, for example, may effectively suppress a specific undesirable

behavior, but it also presents an aggressive model for the punished

student, may alienate some students from the punisher and does not teach

appropriate behavior. Other punishment, may present a somewhat better

learning experience, by directly relating the punishment to the situation

in which it occurs.

Time-out From Reinforcement. Time-out involves the removal of the

potential for positive reinforcement from the student for a period of

time. This may involve actually removing the student from a situation

(e.g., placing a student in the hall for five minutes for disrupting

the class) or removing sources of reinforcement from the student (e.g.,

taking paints away for five minutes for pairing on another student's

paper). Since punishment is defined in behavioral terms.to have the

effect of reducing the probability that a behavior will recur, time-out

tends to fall in this category. However, unlike physical punishment or

4:7r-rc
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Alf
deprivation (e.g., long isolation)Atims-out assumes that there are

positive reinforcer* for the student in the environment. When this is

not the case, time-put technically cannot be effective.

Response Cost. Response cost involves the removal of previously

acquired or anticipated positive stimuli or events as a consequence of

behavior. Taking away a student's recess privileges for a day as a con-
,

sequence for swearing is one example of response cost. Another example

Of response cost are "fines" which are structured into "token economy

systems" which will be discussed subsequently.

Token Economies. One of the post interesting applications of

behavioral approaches Sind one which is especially effective in class

management, is the token economy. One of the assumptions of the behavioral

perspective is that the behavior of all people - children as well as

adults - is governed by the same basic principles. Therefore, designers

of token economies strive to govern small societies with "economic"

forces similar to the ones which govern large nations.. Just as a capi-

talist economist assumes that people will make choices from an analysis

Of self-interest and personal gain, so does the token economist. In the

classroom application.of a token economy students "go to work" at going

to school and the fruits of their labors allow them to make some economic

choices.

One of the major problems facing people who attempt to institute

individualised behavior modification programs in classrooms is similar

to a'problem that has led to the development of standard mediums of

exchanges in most societies. Not all people find the same things re-

warding and the relative value of the various things individuals 'desire

differs. In the "real world" one person may work for food, shelter and

a new car; another for food, shelter and expensive clothes and entertain-

ment. It is possible, however, for these two people to work in. the same

company because employers do not pay in cars, or clothes, or tickets to

concerts. They pay in tokens of value (money) which are readily exchange-

able in meeting the individual desires of all workers. Similarly in a

token economy, students are rewarded with tokens as "payment" for perform-

ing specified behavior and these tokens serve as denominators of value

51
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for making later exchanges for activities, objects, food and so forth.'

Generally speaking token economies involve receiving tokens imme-

diately following the performance of desired behavior, which retain

value foy later exchange. In practice, however,, they vary tremendously

in their complexity and sophistication. Simple economies may involve

receiving tickets for completing work to be exchanged for treats after

lunch. More complex economies may offer many ways to earn mimeographed

money which can be retained or placed in checking accounts for later

purchase Of a wide range of activities, books, toys, food and school

supplies. The most complex economies have considerable potential to

sharpen the economic sophistication of students (e.g., planning and

budgeting for highly desired but expensive future purchases like a field

trip), while offering the teacher a method to reinforce the types of

behavior he/she desires in the classroom.

What kind of behavior earns tokens? Tokens can be given for any

behavior which can be specified cleearly enough to be observed. In

thinking about general types of behavior the teacher wishes to reinforce

the "Goals for Structuring a Classroom" worksheet in this module may be

useful. Completing-assignments, doing homework or extracredit work,

keeping one's, area neat, helping another student, staying on task,

staying in one's seat during individual work periods, not disrupting .

others, making something for the class and helping the teacher are

examples of some ways students can earn tokens. Bonuses may also be

given to increase excitement, break monotonous patterns, or reinforce

particula ;ly desirable, spontaneous behavior. For example the.teacher

might offer a bonus for "aonone who can write down on a slip of paper

how John Quincy Adams could get fewer votes than Andrew Jackson and

still become President," "the row which gets the highest average score

on its members' spelling tests this Friday," or "for the way John

noticed that a basketball was left on the field and brought it in even

though he wasn't the. one who checked it out." Double points can be

given, when a substitute comes or a way of earning points can be dropped

when the teacher feels a behavioral pattern is well learned (e.g.,

returning library books on Tuesday). In many tokeneconomies, fines

5 .2
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also exist fOr certain infractions. This "response cost" for undesirable

behavior generally has not been found to enhance appreciably the effec-

tiveniss of token economies (Rutherford, 1978); Some teachers enjoy

lavishing tokens and walk the classroom with a carpenter's apron dispens-

ing tokens at every turn, usually for specified behavior and sometimes

as an unconditioned sign of appreciation. Most are more regular in the

times and the conditions of the reward. In short, what behavior earns

tokens is controlled by the teacher.

What kinds of things can be used as tokens? Nearly anything which

is easily handled can be used for tokens. Poker chips, beads and

tickets are often used. Some teachers issue cards to students and

stick-on tokens such as stamps or stars are given to the students who

then affix them to the cards. In other systems students keep cards on

which teachers make check marks or punch holes. When filled such cards

become negotiable. Perhpas the most educational of the token economies,

however, are those which try to recreate a simplified form of the economy

in which students will eventually need to be able to function. Such sys-

tems issue their own currency and sometimes provide savings and checking

accounts.

What can tokens purchase? Tokens generally serve as more or less

immediate reinforcers backed up by a variety of possible rewards. The

full list of rewards available in the exchange system is referred to as

the reinforcement menu. In general the "menu" is controlled by the

teacher although many have found individual and group suggestions from

students'very helpful in planning the menu and in assuring its attrac-

tiveness. Like the menu of a restaurant the reinforcement menu is con-

spicuously displayed and is central to decisions students make about

spending their "earnings."

One frequent criticism of behavioral apptpaches to managing student

behavior is that the "reinforcement" constitu4es payment for something

that should be freely done. While such moral'approaches to adult behavior

in various types of theoretically utopian settings have nearly always

failed, many retain the expectations that children should be willing "to

work without rewards." For the behavioralist sustained behavior without
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reinforcement is impossible (the behavior extinghishes) and without

systematic reinforcement by school personnel, student performance will

be managed only by the vagarious nature of reinforcement left to students'

families. Furthermore, it can be argued that much of what can be used

to reinforce specific student behavior in a token economy is already

unconditionally given to students (e.g., recess, free-time, art materials,

paper, pencils, field trips, use of equipment, films, special clubs,

parties, use of comic books, records or games, and special treats).

Proponents of token economies ask why not give students both the experi-

ence and the satisfaction of earning these?

Teachers can: also use the token economy to shape students into

activities that they feel are more beneficial to students through mani-

pulation of costs. For example, games with an academic benefit can be

made much cheaper than games which serve only as diversion. They can

also use "response cost" or fines to increase the likelihood that

materials or activities will not be abused.

In short the token economy is far from a programmed procedure for

maintaining a well-managed classroom. Token economies vary greatly

from application to application, as does the amount of personal expense

in time and money afforded by teachers in supplying reinforcers. For

many they have offered a stimulating way of enhancing classroom discip-

line, giving students the satisfaction of earning, allowing students to

make choices and increasing academic productivity with one systematic

program. Clearly no total system of group management has been researched

as thoroughly as the token economy and this research has been highly

supportive of the effectiveness of token economies (although as we all

know research which does not show major results seldom is published).

A more thorough review of token systems and research on these systems

can be, found in Kazdin (1977).
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The situation: Sam is hyperactive. Very few activities oc-

cupy more than just a few minutes of his time. Sam, being quite

gregarious, enjoys group ppjecte. However, the other students

in Sam's group find progress difficult because Sam is always

moving from group to group and not spending much time with the

designated group and the identified objective. Sam's teacher

has found that Sam will respond favorably when he is taken by

the hand or arm or when the teacher puts a hand on his shoulder.

This physical interaction provides the necessary incentive for

Sam to engage in on-task behaviors longer than do verbal or

other more concrete incentives. The teacher cannot continually

be with Sam. In addition, the teacher would like to encounage

group work and individual responsibility.

Which' behavior modification techniquees) would you recommend? Why?

What are the major limitations to the technique(s) you identified?

How can other students be involved in the.management technique(s)

identified?

It is obvious that many strategies and approaches to class management

exist. It is also obvious that different approaches may be used to meet

different objectives. In the final analysis it is the individual who must

actually deal with children who makes the final decision. these people

(teachers) must have the basic notions of class management as a part of

their teaching skills in order to effectively manage a teaching/learning

environment.

5 a
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Crisis Management

At some time in their teaching careers, most teachers are confronted

with what can be truly called a "behavioral crisis," a situation which is

so serious that he/she must react promptly to prevent serious harm to

people or property or to handle a student who has completely lost control.

Fortunately these crises are infrequent and often are predictable at

least in the sense that the teacher knows which students in the class have

the greatest potential for such outbursts. There are no formulae for

the handling of these "behavioral crises." Each crisis in the classroom

evokes different reactions due to its unique characteristics. The appro-

priateness of the teacher's response can only be evaluated within the

context of the situation. Therefore, what is suggested below are merely

some guidelines which may serve as subconscious conditioners of a teacher's

reaction to a behavioral crisis, if and when he/she should be unfortunate

enough to face one.

Generally there are three priorities which.,teachers mustAceep in

mind:

(1) The teacher's first responsibility always is the protection

of the other students from injury or extreme fear-producing

situations.

(2) His /her second responsibility is self-protection.

(3) Only when (1) and (2) are reasonably assured should the

teacher intervene to control the behavior that is provoking.

the crisis.

Other more specific suggestions follow:

During the crisis:

(1) The teacher must be careful not to overreact. In most instances

where students appear "out-of-control," e.g., fighting,

threatening other students or the teacher, throwing objects,

issuing unrestrained obscenities, they remain capable of regain-

ing control. The teacher should clearly state to the out-of-

control student what will be the specific consequences of not

following his/her specific instructions: "Gerald, I'm going

5
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to count to ten. By the time I reach I want you to be

in your seat. If you're not, I will be forced to call for

help." The teacher's goal is to manage the behavior with

the minimal amount of physical intervention.

(2) If the student is truly out-of-control and the teacher is

incapable of handling him/her, he/she should send for help

as soon as it is apparent that he/she may not be able to

defuse the situation. The teacher should know who and how

to call beforehand.

(3) If there is the slightest possibility of physical injury to

other students, they should be moved away from the danger.

Students should be praised for cooperation but their help

in physically subduing the out-of-control student should not

be elicited. Teachers must remain above all else a model of

a mature leader.

(4) Physical intervention is generally justifiable only when used

to stop behavior which cannot be controlled by other means.

Teachers should avoid direct physical intervention if at all

possible. They should not physically intervene at all unless

they have or are supported by enough strength to neutralize

whatever force may be exerted by the student. Certainly they

must avoid fighting or wrestling with the student. If a

student cannot easily be controlled by the classroom teacher

or another teacher in the building, h^/she should be informed

that the police or other supporting per-onnel will be called

in a specified amount of time, and do so if necessary. The

teacher should not bluff. He/she should remember that a

safe, strategic withdrawal is better than an assault that

leads to injury of the student or the teacher.

(5) Physical restraint must not become physical punishment. Even

in those incidents where physical punishment eventuates from

the student's behavior, the student has the right to receive

that punishment after a calm explanation of why specifically

she/he is receiving it, what behavior in the situation would
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have been appropriate and in a setting away from his/her

peers. Summary vengeance or any action which might be so

interpreted places a teacher at risk of civil suit and pro-

fessional discredit.

(6) Teachers must use no more restraint than necessary. In most

instances holding a student's hands or arms will be suffi-

cient to bring him/her under control. Teachers should avoid

holds that inflict pain by twisting joints or pressing on

nerves. Physical control often can be gained and maintained

by holding a student's wrists from behind with his arms

crossed over his/her abdomen. But students when angry and

restrained will exert enormous energies to escape. Teachers

should not hold them if they are uncertain of their strength,

stamina, or skill.

(7) The teacher should talk in a calming way to the student

while restraining him/her. He/she should continually encourage

the student to take control of himself and to remove himself

peacefully to whatever setting would be appropriate in. the

school. Teachers should not threaten punishing reprisal for

past behavior. The student should be asked if he/she will

walk calmly to the office (or other appropriate place) if the

teacher let go, but the teacher should be prepared for the

eventuality that,the student will use regained freedom for

fight or flight.

(8) Teachers,should try to minimize the length of time the episode

takes place in front of other students. Not only do crisis

situations prevent other academic activities from taking place,

but even if the teacher is successful in managing the crisis

behavior, it embarrasses and stigmatizes the student involved

while frightening or otherwise arousing other students.

(9) The teacher should stive to keep his/her involvement detached

from the instigating event in the student's mind. In situa-

tions where more than one student is involved, the teacher

'7h -rou
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will often be blamed for "taking sides." He/she should keep

pointing out to a student that the intervention is only in-

tended to keep someone from getting hurt, so that the class

can get'some work done, because yelling obscenities at others

cannot be allowed in school, or that one student cannot be per-

mitted to destroy property that belongs to others. The mes-

sage should be that the teacher is just doing his/her job in

protecting people and property which the out-of-control student

is threatening.

The teacher should relinqhish control of the involved student

as soon as possible. If it has been necessary to remove the

student from the classroom, the student should be informed

that the teacher wants very much to hear from him/her about

what happened, but that he/she must go back to class to get

the rest of the class back to work and will return to talk

with the student as soon as possible.

After the crisis:

(1) The teacher should get the rest of the class back to work as

soon as possible. He/she will want to talk to the class about

the incident but there are other things to do first.

(2) The teacher should write out a complete description of what

happened as he/she saw the incident as soon as possible. The

teacher should be factual and as precise as possible. Specific

times and people involved should be noted. Interpretations

of the facts should not be attempted until the facts have been

recorded.

(3) If the teacher needs information from other students he/she

should call on them one at a time to speak about the incident.

Rather than asking the entire class who saw the incident,

teachers should quietly call on students who were on the

scent. individually.

(4) Once the teacher's convinced that he/she knows and has recorded

thoroughly the factual aspects of the incident, an attempt should
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be made to talk with the involved student. This is often

best arranged at a transition time in the class or between

periods, but should occur within a relatively short.period

of time (i.e., no more than 30 minutes).

(5) Depending on the nature of the incident the student may or

may not wish .to talk to the teacher. This right should, of

course, be recognized. If the student is willing to speak

with the teacher, he/she should take notes along to share with

the student the incident as seen by the teacher.

0) Many educators (e.g., Morse, 1976, Redly, 1959; Redl & Wine-

man, 1957) have offered suggestions for helping students

learn from their serious (and not so serious) behavioral out-

bursts. For the most part, these suggestions may be synthesized

into a number of general guidelines.

,st. "Exploit" the crisis situation. Talk about the specific

situation where the unacceptable behavior occurred.

b. When talking to the student demonstrate concern for him/

her as a person through calmness and courtesy and avoid-

ance of hostility and avoidance of hostility and sarcasm.

c. Avoid moralistic approaches or remarks which brings the

past into issue (e.g., "Well, here we go again." "When

are you going to learn...," "Why are you always... ").

d. Recount the facts of the incident as you saw them.

e. Allow the student to correct any of the facts from his/her

perspective.

f. Review rules or norms of school and/or classroom that were

violated by behavior.

g. Don't allow student to disassociate himself/herself from

actual behavior by making excuses for it. ("We are not

talking about why you were fighting, we are talking about

the fact that you were fighting.")

h. Ask the student to review the situation which led up to

the incident and to reconsider his/her options at that
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point. Get the student to think about the probable

outcome of each option.
,--

i. Accept, but\ealistically weight, the students' percep-

tions of thesil outcomes. For example, if the student

says he would ;ie seen as chicken if he didn't fight,

accept that as .important to the student. Point out,

however, that most people do not see avoiding a fight

in a school building as "chicken," that in fact, most

people see it as totally reasonable given the'conse-

quences of such behavior.

j. Plan with the student his/her return to your class. Be

the one to break the ice, be inviting of the studen'ts

return.

k. Review the consequences which school or perSonal policy

dictate. Don't surprise the student with a letter to

his parents. Inform him that you will be writing (or

phoning) them and explain/Lily.. Explain other procedures

as you understand them. Make sure there are consequences!

1. Ask the student if anything can be done to assure that the

crisis will not recur on the student's return. Try to

accommodate student's attempt to solve the problem.

m. Students feel uncomfortable returning to a class after a

crisis situation.. Pay special attention to student's

reintegration, encouraging participation in class.

Returning to the rest of the class:

No one enjoys being talked about when there has been a situation in

which their best face was not forward. At the same time it is not easy,

nor probably wise, to dismiss a major incident without comment. Students

will obviously want to know where and how their classmate is, so a brief

comment is in order. Students who managed to remain at their work and

be passively helpful (during the incident) should be praised. It may

be worthwhile to review the situation and talk briefly about. alternative

ways of behaving, both for the adults and students, in the situation.

Honest admission of mistakes or misgivings on the teacher's part during

6b 1
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the incident are often helpful for students who are confused by the

incident. However, speaking generally the teacher should be careful

about overdwelling on the incident. Certainly disparaging comments

about the involved student should be avoided.
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010 iously , the Spearman correction to attenuation
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so that in the general cage, the validity coefficient de-
fined in this way does riot necessarily equal the correlation
iwtween the observed scores on the two tests. If p(Ex, Ey)

0, our,definition and the usual one coincide.
Roughly speaking, the redefined validity coefficient

pxy is "the correlation between observed scores that
would be expected if in fact the errors .ecre uncorrelated.
liep,inning with (7), it is easy to show that the effect of
test length 00 px* in contrast to Px y is now described
by equation (5) instead of (6). Ily tbis procedure it is
possible to retain a concept of validity in the general
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case that has the properties that are familiar in the classical

nmth-1 and that avoids the paradoxes mentioned above.
The price that is paid is that, if errors are correlated, the
validity coefficient is not the same as the correlation
between observed scores,
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CHANGING TEACHER AND PUPIL

PERFORMANCE WITH PROTOCOLS

WALTER R. BORG
Utah State University

ABSTRACT

The problem of this research was to determine whether training teachers with the Utah State University Protocol Modules brought
about significant changes in teaching performance and related pupil outcomes. Twenty-eight in-service elementary school teachers were
randomly assigned to two groups. One group was trained in the classroom management modules (Group A), the other in the self-concept
modules (Group B). Before and after treatment, teachers and their pupils in both groups were observed in their own classrooms on per-
formance variables related to both sets of modules. Pupils were also administered two self- concept measures. Since the two sets of
modules deal with different teacher behavior, this design permitted each group to serve as control for the other group. Results indicated
that Group A teachers had significantly more favorable post-treatment means than Croup B teachers on 7 of the 13 classroom manage-
ment skills. Group B teachers had significantly more favorable post-treatment means on 11 of 12 behaviors covered in the self-concept
modules. Pupils in Group A classrooms made significant reductions :n both mildly tic viatt and seriously deviant behavior. No significant
changes in pupil self-concept test scores occurred.

TIIIS Pl.:SP:Alia1 was to 411.- self-concept would hring about signilicant hdtiges in tie:

lermihe eliether the I tali State University (litil;) Prit), 44 performane4 of in-service eh mentary school teacher., and

\144,11,I. - dealing will, classroom mandgcnient pupil 6 . {,h Rire elas,..ruun..
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There are four modules in the USU classroom man-
agement series. These modules. emphasize 13 specific
tracking behaviors (see Table 1), most of which were
identified in a correlational study reported by Kounin (9).
In Kounin's research a number of teacher behaviors re-
lated to classroom management was observed in 49
elementary classrooms. The frequency of each teacher
behavior was correlated with pupil work involvement and
pupil deviant behavior as observed in both recitation and
scatwork situations. These correlations ranged from zero
to .61 for those behaviors that were incorporated in the
.USU modules. Thirteen of the sixteen relevant correlations
were significant at the .05 level. In all cases, correlations
with pupil behavior in the recitation situation were higher
than in the seatwork situation.

A previous study by Borg, Langer, and Wilson (2)
employed the USU classroom management modules to train
20 in- service elementary teachers in the Denver area. Com-
parisons of pupil work involvement and deviant behavior
before and after the teachers were trained showed signif-
icant increases in work involvement and significant de-
creases in off-task behavior, mildly deviant behavior, and
seriously deviant behavior in the recitation situation. In
the seatwork situation, however, no significant changes
occurred.

Other recent studies have prov;ded evidence related to
one or more of the teacher behaviors incorporated into

BEST nn
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the USU classroom management modules. A small-scale
study by !Utilise'', Becker, and Thomas; (10) demonstrated
that when two elementary school-teachers were trained to
ignore inappropriate pupil behavior and show approval
for appropriate behavior, a substantial improvement in
classroom behavior resulted. A program developed by
Cropper (8) also employed some of the same teacher be-
haviors covered in the USU classroom management modules
and reported some significant reductions in pupil behavior
problems. However, this study involved only six teachers
in a single group design and relied on teachers' observatioes
in their own classrooms to determine the frequency of pupil
behavior problems.

The four modules hi the USU self-concept series are
designed to train teachers in ten specific positive behaviors
and to extinguish seven negative behaviors that were hypoth-
esized to relate to pupil self-concept. These behaviors were
drawn primarily from the theoretical work of GinAt (6)
and Cordon (7), and except for the self-pereeption module,
there is virtually no previous research which relates these
teacher behaviors to changes in pupil self-concept (see
Table 2). The self-perception module is aimed at increaging
the frequency with which pupils make favorable self-
references and at reducing frequency of negative self-ref-
erences. A study by Marlowe (I I) demonstrated that
through reinforcement, the rate at which subjeets ntake
positive self-references can be significantly inreaaed.

Table 1. Teacher Behaviors Covered in the Classroom Management Protocols

MODULE 1GROUP ALERTING

1. Questioning Technique The teacher frames a question and
pauses before calling on a reciter (QT+), rather than naming
the reciter and then giving the question (QT-).

2. Recitation StrategyThe teacher calls on reciters at random
(RS+) rather than calling on them in a predetermined sequence
(RS-).

3. Alerting CuesThe teacher alerts nonperformers that they May
be called on (AC).

MODULE 2LEARNER ACCOUNTABILITY

1. Goal Directed Prompts-Teacher asks questions which focus on
the student's goal by asking him about his work plans or work
progress.

2. Work Showing -Teacher holds students accountable for their
work by having them show work or demonstrate skills or knowl-
edge.

3. Peer Involvement 'leacher involves students in the work of their
peers by having them respond to another student's recitation or
work activity.

MODULI: 3TRANSITIONS

Stiinnho Roundedness- The teacher is deflected from the main
ak.tivity and reacts to some external stimulus that is unrelated
to the onroing activity, versus Delayed Response. the teacher
delay% responding to an unrelated stimulus until a natural
break occurs in the t lassroom al hwy.

6/

2. ThrustThe teacher bursts in suddenly on the children's
activities in such a manner as to indicate that her own intent of
thought was the only determinant of her timing and point of
entry, versus Timely Interjection-the teacher introduces in-
formation in a manner which minimizes interruption to the stu-
dents' activity.

3. Flip-FlopThe teacher starts a new activity without bringing
the original activity to a close and then returns to the original
activity before moving on to the next.

MODULE 4WITHITNESS

1 Desist- The teacher demonstrates Withitness by tellm.,e students
to stop the deviant or off-task behavior. In order to be effective.
the desist must be directed at the student who in.tiated the
deviant behavior and must be administered before the deviant
behavior spreads or becomes more serious. It most be timely
and on target (D+). If the desist is not timely or on target. it is
a negative desist referred to as (U -).

2. Suggest Alternative Behavior -When deviant hehasior occurs,
the teacher diverts the disruptive or off-task student by surgest
ing that he engage in an alternative behavior.

3. the current Praise- The teacher avoids direct covet runt./ 4, it:,
a student who is displaying deviant or oft-task lwInvior by ion-
currently inolkirri.: the iu or on-task behavior of k:Icr
Students.

4. Drt riptifin of Desirable Behavior The teas het licscribe, ear Ii.ts
the oft-task student deseribo the desilatitc tlekivior %%loch the
student ustrdly exhibits or fhould exhibit iq place of the on-
going deviant or offtasis behavior.
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Table 2.-Tettelter Behaviors coveted in the Self-Concept Protocols

BORG 1,1

MODULE I-TEACHER ANGER MODULE 3-VERIJAL DESCRIPTION (part l)

1. 1 message (I) as a means of expressing anger: The teacher
simply tells the student how some unacceptable behavior is
affecting Ma. lw statement usually beinus with "I."

2. You message (Y) as a means of expressing anger: The teacher
uses "you" in the message and condemns the student for some
unacceptable behavior. (negative behavior)

3. "Why" questions (W) as a means of expressing anger: The teacher
asks a student why he is behaving unacceptably. (negative behavior)

4. Sarcasm (S) as a means of expressing anger: The teacher speaks
caustically to the student, insulting him. (negative behavior)

MODULE 2-SELF-PERCEPTION

1. Modeling (M) -Tile teacher makes favorable self-perception
statements about herself as a model for her children.

2. Teacher Reinforcement (TR)-After a child makes a favorable
self-perception statement about himself, the teacher gives him
verbal reinforcement by: (a) using an '`Istatentent" to voice
her feelings about his remark; (b) restating his remark; or
(c) agreeing with his perception of himself.

1 Teacher Extinction (TE)-After a child makes an unfavorable
self-perception statement, the teacher either ignores the unfav-
orable remark or expresses her own feelings about theitimark
using an "I-statement." She avoids direct countering of such
unfavorable self-perceptions.

4. Teacher elicits Praise (EP)-The teacher asks the child a ques-
tion about himself. She words the question so the child's res-
ponse will be positive.

5. Teadter Prompting (PR)-The teacher asks the child a question
about himself, Site words the question so the child's answer
may be either positive or negative. If positive, she will respond
with TR; if negative she will use TE.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Talking to the Situation (TS)-The teacher simply describes the
oneoine situation (a) when one or more children behave un-
acceptatily;(h) when a child may be hurt, either physically or
emotionally; (c) or when the child appears to have a problem.
The child does nut tell the teacher how he feels first.
RestatiteT the Situation (RS)-The teacher restates and describes
a rhild's spoken feelings, problem or complaint. The child does
speak first.
Verbal Judgment and Labeling (W)-The teacher diagnoses a
child's spoken or unspoken problem (feelings) and makes a re-
mark that judges or labels his character. (negative behavior)
".Sirote'd "and "Could" Remarks (SC)-The teacher tells a
(AIM what he should do and/or tells him what he could have
done under certain conditions. (negative behavior)

MOttiLE 4-VERBAL DESCRIPTION (part 2)

1. .4norecie aye Praise (AP+)--The teacher praises the act, not
die child's character. She uses Verbal Description to describe

chil:t 's situation, his performance, or accomplishment
Avidly and exactly and her feelings about it. She may thank the
child for his effoit.

2. Evaluative Praise (EP)-The teacher praises the person, not the
act. She uses Verbal Judgment and praises by evaluating person-
ality and judging the child's character. (negative behavior)

3. Inviting Cooperation (IC+)--The teacher uses Verbal Description
in choice statements, descriptive statements, and questions to
ask rather than tell children what to do. Fairly immediate
action is expeCted front the. child.

4. Direct Command (DC)-The teacher uses direct commands to
tell her children what to do instead of inviting cooperation.
(negative behavior)

Research hy Felker, Stains yek, and Kay (5) also attempted
to irepro%e the self-concept of elementary school children
in hoer -city .4 pools by tteourat,ring self-rewariling pupil
behavior. Some significant pre- / post-gains in self-conerpt
were found, but differences between pupils in experimental
and control classrooms were not significant.

This study was designed to test the following hypoth-
eses:

1. Teachers who are trained in classroom management
behaviors will have t.ignificantly more favorable adjusted
post-treatment performance on these behaviors than will
teachers who are trained in the sell-eoneept behaviors.

2. Teachers trained in selfconcept 114,11;100N will have
hignifieatitly more favorable adjusted post- treatment per-
formance on those hcaioN than teachers trained in the
las--n.m management behaviors.

3. Pupils of teachers traicol in classroom management
will wake impro.ements in work involvement
Arid rednetiinis its mildly deviant and serioie-ly
deidut Lhavior het% yen pre- and po:4olisemations.

4. l'op& of tea. Itr trained in the -elf-concept !whin-
ion 1.411 make si;;Iiillatit impro%eitient sclf-coticcpt

ei-11 !ot pest testing.

Method

Subjects

All teachers participating in this research were employed
in elementary schools in a single urban school district in
northern Utah, The self-concept modules and classroom
management modules were each organized as an eight-week
extension course. A brief description of the training was
circulated to (cachets and two meetings were held to
explain further the nature of the training. Teachers were
asked to volunteer for both courses and were told that in
order to meet the requirements of the evaluations, they
would be randomly assigned to one course or the other.
They were urged not to volunteer unless they were willing
to take either of the two courses, Each course was set up
in conjunction with the university as a three quarter-hour
;Jail nate extension course in the Department of Klementary
ruealion. Icaehm. were told that fhe impose of the
study was to ealnate the tin o emin-es and not to evaluate
the teachers themsrlves. A total of 211 itiEervice elementary
school taehers oluntrered for the two conrs,. The
rdnir 4,f teachity everienee for these teadiers t% as 1-22

ears, wall a mean of 7.2 t ears. Teachers v. err randonil
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assigned to the two courses, llowever, after random assign-
ment, two of the teachers reported that they had a conflict
with the plass meeting time for the sr.lfvonept course.
ly.erefore, both of these teachers were assigned to the class-
nano immagement course. This resulted in a sample of 16
teachers taking the classroom management course and 12
teachers t.d the selfconcept course.

MI students in these 20 classrooms were included in
the pupil outcomes phase of the research. In the 16 Group
A classrooms, there were 348 Anglo pupils and 49 minority
pupils. Group B classrooms included 224 Anglo pupils and
20 minority pupils.

illoasures

Teaeher performance On the classroom manegement and
self-concept behaviors covered in the USI I modules was oh-
served by two independent observer teams. Each team con-
sisted of four observers. During the training of the observers,
interobserver reliability coefficients were computed. Fur
the lassroinn management teacher observers, reliabilities
for the observed teacher behavior% ranged from .71 to .96
based on ten independent half-hour observations. For the
-Of 1. uncupt observer, the reliability coefficients ranged
from .76 to .9 fur the same period of time. Once; observer
training was completed, the pre-treatinkt observations
were carried out. Each teacher was observed for two half-
days, 11:,lially one morning and one afternoon, for the
elassrcItna managenteut hehaviors and two additional half -
days for the self-concept behaviors. Since the reliability
data were based on hal f-hour sei;ments, while the actual
obsery miter period during the research was a full day,
the reliability estimates obtained during training are prob-
ably lower than the reliability of the actual observations.
The observation forms used by both groups of observers
involved a simple frequency talky of each of the teacher
behaviors covered in the protocol modules. These were very
spi i fie and of the type roaially referred to as lownferenee
behaviors (see Tables 1 and 2).

A third team of oserven, observed pupil behavior in the
(fa-sr-fr. nil for two hal f-days. In carrying out these obser-
vatneo,, the ob.erver watched a given stmlent for about
eight se. on& and re( orded whether the student was on-task
or UltLINk and whether or not he %viey involved in mildly
tl +vl.mt or f.f.lotisly deviant behavior.

The oki rver the A6109116- attention to the next
old, nt fur eer!ht onds and so on, retting around the
(lure 4 hyrks' (11111-:, per hour. Infer-rater relia

Mit> filch ills v., re omputed doring the training Of
tin pupil ohs, rv, 111 ob-eners independentl (dew' ved
, .ft) moon, sns. Eat 11 pupil bchavim
v RIO, Linn d epaiatel!, for lei aation and watwork

rob-,1Nt r 11,rn I.Itlnll rail.;,-,1 fruill .03

to 91) lor the dif ferent pupil v.,-; thl, angler the Iv.,
t.,1111811

.BEsT CrI,5Y:7 por0.11fing;
;IQ:Ws

Two nmamires of pupil self-concept were arluihristerell
before and after treatment: the North York Self-(.00cept
Inventory and the Piers I lams Children's Self-Concept
Scale.

The primary form of the North York Self-Concept
Inventory was used in grades K-2 and the intermediate form
in grades 3-6. The developers report the test-retest relia-
bility of the intermediate form to be .81,. Since reliability
coefficients were not reported for the primary form, a
random sample of 136 tests from this research were checked
and found to have a split-half reliability of .90.

The intermediate form of the Piers-Ilarris Children's
Self-Concept Smile was administered to pupils in grades
3-6. The authors report split-half reliability coefficients
ranging from .07 to .90, and 1:112 I coefficients ranging
from .78 to .93 for this measure. The investigators adapted
this measure for use with grades K-2 and obtained a slit-
half reliability of ,82 based on 140 randomly selected
cases. In administering these tests, all items were read
aloud to pupils at all grade levels. Pupils did not put their
names on the tests, but a check was played on the acswer
sheets of minority group children so the performance of
this group could be anal) zed separately.

Procedure

This study employ d a control group design with pre.
and post-measurement of both teacher behavior and pupil
outcomes. In effect, two evaluations were combined into
one design since each of the two groups of teachers served
as the control for the other group. In other words, teachers
taking the clas.soom management course served as control
for the teachers taking the self-concept course and vice
versa. For training studies this design is somewhat superior
to the use of no-treatment control groups since it reduces
the likelihood of the John Henry effect (13).

One week prior to the start of the preeourse obser-
vations, all teachers were given a 1.`).1. ige handout which
described each of the specific behavio covered in the
elas5morn management and self-vonuept course, and
suggested ways that these behaviors could be incorporated
into the elementary classroom. This was done to lini
inate the possibility that teachers vs onld receive Sp116011S1)
Inv, pre-conrse scores as compared post-cour,r per-
formance simply because after training some' teachers
would be aware of the valialdel. that were to he observed,
In a control group elr,ign. if both the expiint,ntal 411,1
control teachers are naive about the helms i:irs tee he
mcasnled before training and only the control trackvrs
are naive after trainity then differences between the
pf tttraining performance of experimental and control
tea, In r- reflect both the lle, is of the
knowledge of the .pnin ntal teahei, con, erne',' w
beh.niors are lit 111* 111111c .11,r_11,

1)1.1, lhr it%111:. in 1.1or ol Ow ..I), ; 11.y.
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It is In lies ed that by providing ell teachers with a
description of all helei;ims before the pressurise ob-
servation, the danger t4,iltis bias was largely elimimitell.
The procedure we used, of course-, tends to reduce some-

what the chance 01 getting significant gains between pre-
and laistibservatins. It also provides a his accurate
picture 4.1 the teachers' typical performance before training
since it can be expected that some teachers.will study
the descriptive material ean.fully and will attempt to
tt.;e the behaviors described. It appears to tile investigator,.
;sovever, that it is better to accept some reduction in
apparent gains due to training than to overestimate these
gains by keeping the control group naive,

'lit: post-treatment measurement was identical in all
reStleetS tO tile pre-treatment measurement. The sane
olr.erverf.t.bserved the same behaviors for the ;lame period
of time and the battle self-concept measures were adminis-
tered.

Although dealing with different teacher behaviors, the
format and instructional strategy employed in the Mt-
et Incept and classroom management protocol modules are

very similar. In all moduli the teacher was first given a
brief description of the three or four specific behaviors to
be learned in the module. This description typically ran
three to six pages and provided a precise operational def-
inition of each behavior, a description of how each behavior
could be employed in the elementary school classroom, and
a brief review of any relevant research concerning the be-
havior.

After studying the descriptive material and completing
a brief selcheck test, the learner co:npleted two or three
recognition prartice lessons. These lessons were made

trangeripts of audiotapes recorded in regular class-
n toms. The task Of the learner was to identify points in the

transcript in %%Wit the teacher had employed one of the
stn eak behaviors covered hi the module. The learner
next viewed the protocol film. The purpose of the protocol
film was two fold: first to give the learner a model of a
teacher using the desirable behaviors, and second to train
the learner to identify the behaviors and discriminate among
them. The typical protocol film runs eight to ten minutes.
Twelve to fifteen specific sequences are keyed on the film
b) introducing a number in the corner of the screen.
When a number comes up, the learner must identiy the
next teacher behavior that occurs in the film. Usually each
of the behaviors being learned is illustrated three or four
times. At least two non- examples are also keyed so that
Ile. learner most not only discriminate among the three
or four behaviors he has learned but must be able to
rcognize non-xamples wilco they occur.

The next slop fur teachers taking the self,oneept
modisles was to complete the application practice lessons..
The-, leons were also transcripts wade from audio-
tape, ulketcd in regular classrooms. However, in the
application pral tic, lesson., certain teacher remarks are

u
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the transcript and the learner must write
in a remark that fits the context of the chissroom situ-
ation and also mast apply 40111* of the teacher behavior;
hying learned. All of the teacher behaviors covered iaa
both the classroom management and self - concept modules
are verbal hehavilas. Appliration practice lessons were
1140 included in the classroom management modules.

The next step re.quires teachers to plan and carry slut a
10.30 minute lesson in their own classrooms in which
they attempt to apply the positive behaviors and
extinguish their use of the negative behaviors covered iu
the module. The teacher records the lesson on andio-
tape, which is then brought to the next class meeting.
Teacher: taking the class are paired off and work together
in play ing back am' evaluating their audiotapes. A listen.
Mg guide is provided for each audiotape in order to fi,cus
the teacher's attention on the behaviors being leanted.
.These listening guides are cumulative so that as the
learner progresses through the modules he is expected to
praetice and check his performance on all beltasiims
learned to dale.

During the first four weeks of trainiug, the teachers
met twice a week and covered one module each week.
During the second four weeks the teachers met wily Once
a week. Each week they planned a season designed to
practice various combinations of the behavior:: they had
learned in the first four weeks. They then met and teamed
off as usual to replay their aniliotapes. 'flu: main purpose
of the second four weeks of training was to give the
teachers additional experience in using the behaviors
they had learned. We had observed in oar earlier studies
that although teachers could emit the h.'haviors after a
brief period of training, their use of the behaviors w as
often clumsy and artificial. More practice is needed fur
teachers to incorporate the behavio into their teaching
in a natural fashion. A secondary objective of the last four
weeks was to give teachers an opportunity to try out
the behaviors they had learned in different etimiiinations
and to try to fit these combinations of behaviors into their
own style of teaching.

In addition to the required classroom practice each
week, teachers were strongly encouraged to try out the
behaviors as touch as possible during their teaching. A
variety of strategies was used to encoarage teachers to
practice. For example, each behavior covered in the IISU
modules has a symbol. A set of cue sheets was made up
for each course. Two or three s) tubed.: were printed on
rash elle sheet using three-inch Is.tturs. Teacher- were
asked to put tip a different cue sheet at the rear of their
classrooms each day and try to practice as mud, as possible
the behaviors rupresentril b) the s) mho's.

Teachers also kept a record of the tallies the) made
of their classroom performance on the listening guides
and maintained progress chart, -how their hu rformam.e
on each In.11itjo thron.rdiont SID II dr% icl'S

H.
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probabb kept teachers aetively aware of the behavior
timing their teaching and resulted in considerably more'
practice than the 10.30 minutes per week required to
complete the audimtapes. The behaviors covered in the
two sets of protocol modules are briefly described in
Tables 1 and 2.

Results

Classroom Management

The classroom management observation forms re-
vealed that five of the teacher behaviors covered in the
classroom management protocol modules occurred al-
most entirely during recitation situation:4, while the remain-
ing eight occurred in both seatwork and recitation situ-
ations. Each teacher behavior was analyzed by carrying out
a single classification analysis of covariance in which the
teachers' observed pre-course performance was used as
covariate and post-eourse performance as the dependent
iariable. The results of these analyses for the behaViors
olerved during recitation are given in Table 3. It will be
noted that for all four of the pusi live teacher behaviors
given in this table, the adjusted post-course performance
of the teachers who were trained in the classroom manage-
ment behavior (Group A) is significantly higher than the
performance of the control group teacher; (Group U).
Both groups slightly reduced their use of negative ques-
tioning techniques, but time differences for this variable
vivre not significant. During the two half-days of obser-
vation, teachers Varied considerably in the proportion of
the class time devoted to recitation versus seatwork. The
mean recitation time for Group A and Group B pre- and
tioAtobsyrsations ranged from 97.5 minutes to 99 min-
utes. The mean seatwurk time ranged from 105.4 minutes

to 120.5 minutes. In order to make the behavioral fre-
quencies comparable front classroom to cheisroom, ail
scores in Table 3 were adjusted to a 100-minute time base.

Table 4 includes six positive and two negative be-
haviors that occurred during both recitations and seatwork
conditions. Analysis indicates that the Group A teachers
were significantly superior to the Group B teachers in
three of these eight behaviors. In summary, it will be
noted that teachers trained in the classroom management
behaviors made significantly greater improvement than
control group teachers in seven of the 1.3 behaviors.

Pupil Behavior

The results of the pupil observations are given in `fable
5. It had been hypothesized that pupils in Group A class-
rooms would make significant increases in on-task behavior
and significant decreases in off-task behavior and deviant
behavior. No significant differences were hypothesized
for the Group B classrooms. Observational data on pupil
Behavior were tallied separately for recitation versus seat-
work situations. It will be noted that during recitation,
pupils in the Group A classrooms showed no significant
change in work involvement but did show significant re-
duction in both mildly deviant mid seriously deviant
behavior. Pupils in Group B classrooms showed a signif-
icant reduction in definitely off-task behrefior but no
significant changes in the other variables observed.

During seatwork, the Group A classrooms again showed
significant reductions in both mildly deviant and seriously
deviant behavior; no sigtdfieant changes were found in
the Group B classrooms. In the analysis of the pupil ob-
servational data, the classroom rather than the individual
pupil was used as the sampling unit. It will be recalled

Table 3.-Differences between F.xperimental and Control Teachers on Claasroom Management Behaviors That Occur Mainly
During Recitation

Variable
Exp. X

Pre-course

Cont. X F Exp.i

Post-course

Cont. X

111
Adjusted post-course

Exp. X Cont. F2

Recitation
strategy 9.99 7.67 1.19 12.71 5.17 12.90 12.11 6.05 13.11

Questioning
technique+ 26.31 24.10 .06 40.48 12.65 11.17 40.29 12.92 10.88

Quest wirty.3
technique 6.19 4.63 .45 .4.05 3.;,9 .16 4.08 3.55 .20

Ater tine cue. 1.24 2.39 2.66 .57 16.04 7.47 .46 14.73

Peet ins olve
went 3.4;, 3.47 .00 t3.00 3.49 13.34 I 13.00 3.49 12.84

I. Sincu Wel WI ion time varied among claNsroonis, all scores have ben adjusted to a IOn-1114111 IC tune 1):1W.

2. An I. s altic of 4.20 is significant at the .05 level; 7.64 at the .01 loci. 1. xperimental i.route N = 16. Controlgroup V 12.

3 N. .11 l'eliaVfOf low score is desir.ible. 71
BEST C1171 rt"Alt ri
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Table 4.- Differences between Experintental and Control Teachers on Classics= Management Behaviors That Occur during Both
Seatwork and Recitation'

Variable

Pre course

Exp. X Cont. i f.X

Post-course
. .

ii7 Cont. ;f Fr
Adjusted post-course

Exp. Cont. I F2

Goal directed
prompts 8.71 10.67 .50 2:38 2.73 .16 2.37 2.74 .17

Work showing 17.13 23.31 2.16 39.33 38.57 .03 39.79 37.91 .02

1 hiust3 .98 1.20 .14 .41 2.03 10.56 .43 2.00 10.69

Stimulus bound
3

2.89 4.19 .75 .70 1.29 1.21 .75 1.21 .76

Desists 18.86 16.72 .19 30.24 18.60 1.00 29.92 19.93 .17

Suggests alter-
nate behavior 5.29 5.64 .04 7.32 6.08 .25 7.29 6.12 .22

Concurrent
praise 4.77 6.31 .35 17.75 8.42 3.36 18.19 7.78 4.53 ,

Dcsc. desirable
behavior .95 3.39 7.47 11.03 4.66 16.75 11.09 4.58 12.96

1. Since combined recitation and seatwork time varied mono classrooms. all scores have been adjusted to a 300-minute
time base.

2. An F value of 4.20 is significant at the .05 level; 7.64 at the .01 level. Experimental group N= 16, Control group N = 12.

3. Negative behavior; low score is desirable

Table 5.-Differences between Pre- and Post-Observations of Pupil Work Involvement and Deviant Behavior
mom.mmMM1.

Pupil
behavior frequencies

IMMO

Experimental classrooms (N = 16)

Pre-course Post-course
mean mean tt

Control classrooms (N = 12)

Pre-course Post-course
mean mean

Definitely involved 474.60 451.30 .66 494.00 457.20 .76
Definitely off-task 63.85 48.01 1.47 55.95 23.98 2.89
Mildly deviant

behavior 42.83 29.82 2.23 17.46 18.64 .31
Seriously deviant

behavior 1.88 .17 1.80 .29 .17 .82

Seat work

Definitely involved 595.20 588.50 .16 94.60 642.70 .72
Definitely off-task 105.20 78.20 1.63 89.25 86.76 .18
Mtldly deviant

behavior 94.80 55.83 2.18 73.24 58.94 .92
Seriously deviant

behavior 2.81 .78 2.04 3.02 1.19 .70

1. 1or experimental group, i of 1.75 is significant at .05 level; for control group, t of 1.80 is significant at .05 level, using
one-tailed test.
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that teachers were random') assigned to treatments.
Pupils, however, were not randomly assigned to the teach-
ers' clamroorie:. Therefore, the classrooms constitute a
cluster sample.

Self-Concept

In reviewing the observational data on the 17 teacher
behaviors covered in the USU self-concept ;nodules, it was
found that nine of these behaviors virtually never occurred
in either the Group A or Group B classrooms during the
precome observation. For five of these behaviors, it will
be noted in Table 6 that analysis of variance was employed
to compare the frequency of each behavii for Group A
and Croup B teachers on the postcourse observation. For
five behaviors, all negative, the frequencies were virtually
zero for Group A and B teachers both before and after
treatment. Therefore, the results on these variables were
nut analyzed. In effect, the modules attempted to eXtin-
gtrimir these four behaviors which, at least when observers

arc present, were virtually never found in the 28 class-

rooms.
For seven of the teacher behaviors, the pre-course fre-

quencies were sufficient to permit using analysis of co-
variance rather than analysis variance. For these behaviors,

a einglf; classification unalysibof covariance was carried
out for each behavior using the pre-course behavior as a
covariate and postcourse behavior as the dependent var-
iable. It will be noted in Table 6 that the Group B teachers
who hail received training in the self-concept behaviors
received significantly more.favorable post-treatment scores
on 11 of the 12 behaviors that were analyzed.

Pupil gains on the two self-concept measures admin-
istered before and after treatment were not significant
for either Group A or Group B classrooms. The small
group of minority pupils in Group 11 classrooms from the
intermediate grades made a gain of about 2A points
the Piers -Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale. This was
the only gain for either Group A or Group B pupils that
approached sig,nificance.

Discussion

The development of protocol materials was originally
visualized by Smith (14) as a means of helping teachers
relate important editcationid concepts to specific prob-
lems and teaching procedures related to the classroom.
The USU modules have somewhat extended the rule of
protocols by attempting to bring about changes in the
classroom behavior of teachers who are trained in their

'1 able 6.-Experimental and Control Teacher Performance of the Self-Concept Behaviors'
IIIMONOnni

Variable
Exp. A"'

Pre-cotuse

Cont. 7 F Exp. 7

Post-course

Cunt. X I:

aMi:11

Adjusted post-course

Exp. Tr Cont. 7

Modeling favor self.
remarks 7.85 .88 4.29

Teacher ex tinctinn 1.55 0.00 4.80

Teacher elicits
praise 2.45 0.00 5.11

Teacher reinforce-
ment 1.94 .70 2.90 10.06 .49 8.91 7.72 ,2.10 5.55

Appreciative
praikc 16.77 7.38 3.59 45.92 18.54 13.18 42.85 20.65 8.37

I'valuaqe
. prake 5.16 1.5'l 3.87 3.48 1.38 4.51 4.76 1.37 3.83

Inviting coop-
eration 80.66 44.34 8.69 218.72 83.22 34.53 211.61 88.11 21.09

DirettLorninands 3

ijewrinm:. the situ-
ation S RS)

127.57

8.91

131.11

5.02

.04

3.06

49.68

22.82

172.81

2.86

32.54

18.01

50.31

20.93

172.38

4.15

32.88

12.79

Jud;ini and 1.111tiing 22 08 18.88 .40 7.35 15.04 3.41 6.68 15.50 5.19

10.20 .64 23.48

it.ttlier psi mptim 8.77 0.0U 14.66

1 Sloce total observation time vatted attiring Llacsroutn,, aU seures hive been atljimed to a 3(0Iitillutt:
2 ot 4.20 is mirniln ant at .05 lewl; 7 64 at .01 level.
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iuseand also to determine whether me+ ell a taw achange
subsequent '-fleet upon the behavior of pupils in these
classrooms. This research suggests that the LIST modules
have been partially Slte.4;atil in al'hit:bilig both of thithe
wig&

With regard to teacher performance, about half of the
classroom management behaviors improved significantly.
In coetrast, nearly all of the self-concept teacher be-
haviors showed significant improvement except for the
four negative behaviors that were simply not present be-
fore treatment and therefore could not be extinguished.
Why were the self-concept protocols so much more ef-
fective than the classroom management protocols in
changing teacher behavior? Possibly because some of the
self-concept behaviors were new to nearly all of the
teachers and, as a result, their pre-treatment use of these
behaviors was at a very low frequency. In contrast, many
teachers were already making frequent use of some of
the classroom management behaviors before training,
reducing the probability of large gains.

In reviewing many of the,aurliotapes made by the
teachers during training, the investigator noted that
although most teachers could be trained to emit three
or four simple verbal behaviors within the week allotted
to each module, most could not emit in beliiiViors-estry
effectively in this time. Ineffective use included such things.
as clumsy or stilted use of the behavior, using a behavior
in situations where it was not appropriate, failure to use a
behavior in situations where it was obviously called for,
and being unable to combine two or more behaviors when
this seemed appropriate. After the second four weeks of
training, most teachers were using the behaviors somewhat
Inure skillfully hut still appeared to need much more
practice and feedback. This issetned especially true of
behaviors that were more complex, such as goal directed
prompts, and behaviors that were in conflict with most
teachers' typical pre-course behavior, such as modeling
favorable self-remarks.

In looking over other teacher education materials that
aim at changing specific classroom behavior, such as the
Far West Laboratory's Minicourses, it app -ears to the
investigator that most do not provide sufficient practice
to bring ;teachers to a point where they can use-their
newly learned skills naturally and effectively. This ob-
servation seems even more true of the treatments em-
ployed in most experimental studies of teacher behavior
such as the work of Allen, Berliner, McDonald, and
Sibol (1), anus (3), Copeland and Doyle (4), and
Rutherford (12). This tendency to terminate training
before teachers have fully mastered new skills may be a
fator in the failure of most experimental studies to
deuemstrate a significant link bet veil teacher behavior
and related pupil outcomes.

IAt 1.114t 14 pica! situation iss correlational
experinicrit.:1 rtutlic:4 of teacher hlinsior. In the

74
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former, the investigator observes a group of teachers and
notes the frequency with which each uses the various
behaviors that are being studied, Ile then correlates the
frequencies for each behavior with some pupil outcome,
such as. ail +ir.vcnie +it. hi this situation it is likely that
teachers who are making extensive se of a given behavior
have been using it for some time and dills hnti a develeped
a higher level of skill than would he feurel.among teachers

who had only recently learned the behavior as part of an
exprimental treatment. This would !earl to correlational
studies yielding inure significant results than experimental
studies, which has generally been the ease iu research on

teacher behavior.

The results for pupil outcomes in the present study
showed significant reductions in deviant behavior in the
classrooms of teachers who had been trained in classroom
mauagement. In contrast, no significant improvements in
pupil self-concept were found in classrooms of teachers
who had received the self- concept training, even though
these teachers had made significant gains in the skills
that are aimed at improving pupil self-concept.

There appear to be several possible explanations for
the failure of these modules to bring about improvements .

in pupil self-concept. One possibility is that the teacher
behaViorS in thesdf-e-ositsept Moduleresimply have nothing--
to do with pupil self - concept. it will be recalled that
there is little research base supporting the self -commit
!nodules. These modules are grounded in psychological
theory for the most part, and although this theory is in -

harmony with the thinking of many clinicians, it may be
invalid.

Another factor that appears to have operated against
gains in pupil self-concept is that most Anglo children in
these classrooms already had favorable self-concepts before
the treatments began. The mean pre-treatment score of
this group on the Piers-Ilarris measure, fur example, at

the 139th percentile according to the norms given by the
test developers. This, of course, leaves little room for gain
to occur as a result of the treatment.

Another possibility is that changes in a variable such as
deviant classroom behavior are much easier to obtain in a
short time than changes ina variable such as pupil self-
concept. The classroom management teacher behaviors
were much more closely linked to specific deviant pupil

behavior than were the self-concept behaviors linked to
pupil self-concept. Self-concept appears to be a much
broader and more complex eolicept than des hint pupil
behavior. Thi, it May he necessary for teachers to use he
self-cnneept behaviors user a period of several months
and focus these -kills On pupils with low slf-couclit. in
order to bring about significant improi.rilIlitS.

A onesar folio up i. 110%.1 un.letwaV to detcymm
whether pupil self-roneept will imprine ole thi, pi nod
in the clasrroom., of LeWIIITs NtIo bast. but ee 1,N1111el siith

--t-:
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tin' ('SL FI.11-t.01114.0 modules and who aril giving apeciid
attention to pupils with initially low self-concept scores.2

NOTES

1. The author wishes to acknowledge the work of three research
assistants. Carol Stowitschek, Kathleen Van Horn, and Michael
Battering, who contributed both to the development of the Utah
State University Protocol Modules and the research reported in
this paper.

2. For more information on the USU protocol modules,
write to the National Resource and Dissemination Center,
University of South Florida, FAO 268, Tampa, Florida 33620.
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AN EMPIRICAL KEYING APPROACH TO

ACADEMIC PREDICTION WITH THE

GUILFORD-ZIMMERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY"

KICK JACOBS
WIIJ MANESE
San Diego State University

ABSTRACT

The present study was conducted to establish a scoring key for the Guilford Zimmerman Temperament Survey appropriate for pre-
dicting academic perfamance. To maximize reliability of criterion data, academic performance was operationally defined as t unullative
college grade point average based on a minimum of four semesters' course work. The scoring key developed was predictive of academic
performance (cross validated r = .39,p <.01). The magnitude of the relationship between scores on this key and cumulative grade point
averap. compares favorably with the validities repotted for the widely used academic aptitude tests in predicting the same criterion.
Lesser relationships were observed between scores on the ten publisher-supplied scales and college grades. Results point to the utility
of noneugnitiv measures in predicting academic performance, particularly when keys tailored to the specific situation are empirically
&sited. Su-oestions for future research are advanced.
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Creating Positive Classroom Environments

Richard Illidek

St. Paul Minn. Public Schools

A Pound of PreVention

The greatest concern with the schools among educators and the general

public today, as reported by the National Education Association, Gallup Poll,.

Phi Delta Kappan, and many popular magazines, centers on unacceptable student

behavior. Reports cf violence', destruction of property, and the assaulting

of teachers are common occurrence-a in schools iliroughout the cou.itry, and the

finger of blame frequently in pointed at the student. 'Inworder to combat

i.hia problem, 'the major emphasis is dircetad toward "fixing" time dinluptive

child or teenager. These effo;:ts the form of special prov,ralna, vlass-

\

rooms, anti achools, which naceAsii:ate identifying individuals and labelluk,

tham. Some common lr1helr are "emotionally disturbed," "socially mala.ljusLed,"

"d1c1:eptive:" and su on, dependinp, on the particular locale. The "naiad Aid"

-appkoach is the operation of the day; however, fixing the kid must bc. ap-

prn,clied with great caution as tht, following excerpt fro "Weeds 'Rad OLher

Livin3 Thini;s" :'llustrates:

A %wet is anything alive and owing which you do not

There arc no veeds in a meadow.

Gardens do have weeds, as do cornfields and lawns.

ocdens, cornfields, and lawns are all ii.irol'xd condi-

tjons on what weni,j 1),! an otherwise spontaneonn ecology.

76
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In gardens, cornfields, and lawns we are compelled to pull the

weeds: Or, ac it becoming more popular, to spray them with stuff

that kills everything in sight. In meadows it is sometimes

difficult to tell what is a weed and what is not, so we are less

compelled to pull the weeds and more inclined to view the meadow

as a place w4ere weeds and non-weeds coexist, each contributing

to the meadow's ecology. Only in imposed ecologies do weeds

exist, and then only by definitions based on preconceived notions

of what the ecology should be like.

School is kind of like: that. There are some things and

siteaaons that can be viewed as nuisances, or worse. We can

call those weeds. Yet they do exist. lf we pull a weed, we

oftem find another prowirq; in its place in a short time. If

we &11;:w the weds to coexist with the non-weeds, we can often

enrich the ecolo;v. The problem. comes from defining and judg-

ing weeds. In any case, they beast be attended to, or accepted.

(Sawles, Charles, & Barnhart, 1978, p. 139)

By way of contrast, seldom do we find programs that are specifically

designcd to prevent disruptive behavior. These programs are characterized

by ewphasis on positive classroom and school climates and teachers who

Ltedel-encourage-reinforee acceptable behaviors. This is not to say that:

miuy teachers do not teach, encourage, and reinforce acceptable behavior;

however, their etforts do not seem to be part of v systematic and f;ehoolwirle

or districiwide effort. In addition, preventive epptoaches do not seem to

tics cmphasJ.zcd in teaclwr-training programs. The cfforts Lit such approaches'

that do ex1U arcs spotty aud seldom loflect a .,,,,c.tomatic on-iwIng plan or

cl.ticuliAia that 16 c011p0u Lo plop,r,:n:, and currico1d.
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efforts are viewed as extras:or something to include "if time permits,"

and yet the greatest concern among educators as well as parents continues

to be unacceptable student behavior.

AFFECTIVE EMPHASIS

An effectiVe preventive program is based on a strong affective emphasis

that embodies three basic components or levels:

1. The Classroom Climate/Messages we convey to children.

2. Merging Feeling-Oriented and Fact-Oriented Learning Through

Discussions.

3. Bringing Feelings and Emo ions, Needs and Human Behavior into

the Everyday Curriculum. ( ass & Griffin, 1973)

The emphasis of this chapter is on levels one and t hree. Level one

, can be described as a klujeinforcep9nt an. Level three takes the form

of ligatioltiipEuildlna_Acqvities. As a res lt of emphasizing levels one

one, :'.tree, level two evolves as a natural processE\ The concept cE affect

used in this chapter includes all methods and strategies that relate to the

human ehruent as distinct from academic or other expectations. Carl Rogers

described this attitude as expression of unconditional poeyttive reward, or

the inherent value of the human person.

THE WOWLaCE BASE AND TILE PRACTICE DISCREPANCY

Wide recognition is given in education, psychology, social psychology,

and phtlosophy to the need for programs, curricula, and instructional wthods

that recognize affect and stress acceptable social behaviot. Current ap-

proaches, such as behavior modification, moral education, and humanLAic

education, alt have developed strategies that can have a positive impact

on behavior. Tt is interesLin to note that thv!ie approaches lend lc dircci
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their strategies at the regular classroom and,to clearly support the

mainstreaming concept.

Recent research and position statements also emphasize th need for

effective strategies and curricula in the affective domain. phi Delta

Kappa published a handbook (Fox, 1974) dealing with specific ipproaches to

classroom climate. Rapid progress is being made in moral ed4cation, values

clarification, and humanistic education (Hall, Kohlberg, yilSon, Kirschen-

heum, Dclattre, Ryan, & Cogdell, 1978). The need to instrult chiadren

directly for the attainment of appropriate individual and group psychosocial

skills: is receiving rapidly .expanding attention (Indus, 19714; McCauley,

Hlidak, & Peinberg, 1977; Meiclienbaum, 1978; Rhodes, 1967)r Johnson and

Johnerm (1975; see also Chapter , this volume) have ootlined both theory

and vs:net:ice relating to the use of heterogeneous cooperative group:lug pro-

f

cedure: in classr000s and documented the positive influedce on achievement,

even in the traditional academic ubjecta when "coop rat on" in achieved.

Tenching that sEresswi a humanistic approach to dealingi!lith children,

tormed "congruent communication," has; been detailed by fpinott (1972), and

sy,4tcmatic tdchniques for teacher interactions with students based on

humaniRtic philosophies have bean outlined by Gotdon 0974). Specific

classrow reinfotc:zment procedure s were demenst)!ated by Greenwood, Hops,

Delqu.16).i, and Guild (1974) to result in the lessening of disruptive behav-

tors by pupils.

Research by &r. Fredric Jones has documented repeatedly that teachers

can reduce class disruptiono by 65-90% and significantly improve student

productivity through the use of social iater;iction hkills in classrooms

(Rardio, 1978) . The positive etfccto oC app:ovai stratozOes on th
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soli- concepts of pupils was demonstrated by Borg, Langer, and Wilson (1975)

in a continuing series of studies on various approaches to classroom manage-

ment.

Despite the vast amount of research dAta and the variety of curricula

made available through the sources just cited and others, teachers seldom

use the research data and materials designed to teach accepteible behavior

and create positive learning environments; the neglect can be measured in

term. of.classroom disturbances, lowered achievements, and much human

suffering. Certainly, the reasons for not using preventive strategies are

many and varied; teachers have: related the following:

1. 4xtra planning and preparation are necessary upon initiating a

plan. 4

2. Immediate result, are not as evident as with punitive/adversive

methods.

3. Tcr.cher.s ao not feel qualified or confident to ensage in

affective-oriented activities.

4. :Positivo-oriented techniques conflict with personal

philosophies or teaching styles.'

5. Teachers lack time because they are pressured to spend more

time on basics.

6. There is a lack of n sound philosophy and understanding of the

value of preventive measures.

7. Behavioral strategies are too complicated and require too

much bookkeeping.

8. Disruptive behavior is the job of the principal, counselor, or

social workel.

8

e
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9. 'Failure to understand the negative group dynamics in classrooms

that produce unacceptable behavior.

.10. Acceptable behavior is expected; why should teachers reinforce

children in special ways for what is the ordinary "expected"

behavior?

Au understanding of group phenomena is an essential starting place for

teachers. A group of peers, whether first-grade pupils or adult profes-

sionals, generally does not function or perform at optimal levels without

specific planning to deal with the variety of anxieties, that exist within

the group. 'Some of these anxieties relate to a basic lack of self-confi-

dence, fear of failure, hesitancy to ask "dumb" clustions, fear of 'inadequate

achievement, and lack of trust among group members. These factors, along

with an overriding competitiveness among peers, create a less-than-conducive

environment for learning and acceptable behavior. Unawareness or ignorance

of the Inhibiting factors inherent in a group results in a variety of unpro-

ductive behhviors by Leachers. Orientation to group phenomena ought to be

one of the bvsic elements of teacher preparation.

A central feature of the two strategies that are outlined in later

sections of this chapter is the,teacher's modeling of positive behaviors

or, morn specifically, of interactions with students that can be charac-

terized as more approving than disapproving. The predominance of disapprov-

ine. interactions with students exhibited by teachers is discussed by Madsen

and Madsen (1974). The authors surveyed 6000 teachers rcgdrding their atti-

tudes on maintaining a positively orif:nted classroom, that. is, classrooms

that are characterized by the predominance of approval over disapproval;

99Z 8trongly agreed with the notion that there :Mould be more approval than

llowevox, when these 6000 teachers were observed In their c4n

rev.T .7'1.1
ut,i I

1
Sidi
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. classrooms using their own criteria- of approving behavior, only 8Z were

more approving than disapproving. White (1975), in a study of intermediate

grade teachers, also .showed that the rate u, disapproval behaviors was

higher than that of approval behaviors. These findings clearly illustrate

the scope of the problem.

F2.711AS1,ZING THE POSITIVE

Certainly, the great majority of teachers have good intentions to

express more approval than disapproval, but few have developed vehicles

to carry out these intentions. The need clearly 'exists for mechanisms

that enable teachers to realize their good intentions, or. what they think

are sound educational practices. This mechanism must take the_form of

lesson plans or some other daily routine that will insure consistent ure.

The estc.blishment of au on-going plan is essential, especially on those

days when everyqiing seems to be going sour or when the teacher is not

feeling up to prr. It is a rare perspa indeed who in able to maintain a

'high Jeve3 of approving behavior without the aid of an established routine.

/ The aOlorence to a plan provides a very subtle benefit for the teacher and

class simultaneou:dy. On those days when things seem to be going nega-

tively or the teacher is not feeling good, a few moments engaged in approval

as a FiltiCK of routine instantly can improve the negative atthosphere, and

the tcitcher will Feel better.

An exqmple outside the school situation jilustratc2s Lhe dllema

which we find ourselves: At about age one, when infants normally begin

wailtiag, parents express great enthusiasm, encouragement, and reinforcement

at any or all of the infant's efforts to take the first step. If the infant

stumbl,,s or fails, the pJrent_s respond with encourzigcment, caring, and other
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supportive behaviors that reward him as he develops the skills necessary

to walk. However, if the parents were to respond negatively (e. g., "Dick,

you're old zneugh to walk; your brother and sister walked at your age and

all the neighbors' kids are walking. You have two strong legs, etc."), it

would riot be surprising to see many infants not walking at the age we

normally expect.

Emphallizing approval behavior and reinforcing acceptable behavior are

Jiscussed by Alice and the Mad Hatter in Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonder-

land.

Alice: Where 1 come from,Jeople study what they are not good.

at in order to be able to du what they are good at.

Mad Ratter: We only go around in circles in Wonderland; but we

always end up where we started. Would you mind

exIdaiuing yourself?

Well, grown-ups tell us to find out what we did wtong,

and Lever do it again.

Mad itater: That's odds It seems to me that in order find out

about somahing you have to study it. And when you

study it, you should become hater at it. !,/hy should

you want to become better at somehiog and then never

do it again? But picase continue.

;dice; Nobody Lver tells us to study the right things we do.

We're only suppo3ed to learn from the wrong things.

But we are permitted to study the right things other

people do. And sometimes weir even told to copy them,

Ilotter: That': Pheatinr,!
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Alice: You're quite right, Mr. Natter. I do live in a topsy-

turvy world. It seems like I have to do something wrong

first, in order to learn from that what not to do. And

then, by not doing ; I'm not supposed to do, perhaps

I'll be right. But I'd rather be right the first time,

wouldn't you? (

A suggestion and a word of caution may be appropriate at this point:

When teachers become iaterested in attempting to increase their approval

behavior, reinforce appropriate behavior, and encourage pogitive interaction.

among Students, they frequently abandon their former methods of interacting

and wandging students. An abrupt change is usually frustrating and produces

grtater turmoil than previously existed. A smoother transition results if

t4o teacher luantai5s the former pattern of interacting t'trith the clars and

simply incorporates preventive strategies at a pace that is manageable for

sudcnts and teacher alike. Usually, as preventive efforts are established

-ts a pr.rt :)l the daily routine, the necessity, to rely on less-thanpositive

apprwilic,s steadily decreases. Not only do students respond more favorably

to punitive approaches but, also, they thrive on opportunities to feel that

they have some control withAn the classroom. Moving slowly is wise.

Thcre follows a discussion of two mnjor approaches to the challenge

of CUOCILjIrt, pcsitivo c..1 Broom enVirOUWOULS. First G,-ouv. R-,;nfor-vIlont

Plans are considered and, second, aLLcotion is given to Rol:n.iotn:hi,)

Building_ Activities.

Group Reinforcemont. Plans

The group reInforcovent strntegy is based on the concept expYesscd

in "Hail the Goo& (Drink, 1970):
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If you tell Charles you like the way he shared his book

with Ted, he will be pleased that you noticed and will remember

your compliment. The odds favor his repeating the behavior

because it was followed by a positive consequence.

7.f you comment constructively on Dave.'s improved spelling--

he got six words correct this week and only five last week- -

you increase the chances of his working to sustain that improve-

ment.

If you notice out loud that Robert remembered to cross the

T, that Jan's choice of colors shows good perception and that

Sandy's su$cnce project is very ingenious, you arc accenting the

positive aspects of children's behavior. To the extent that

your, actions, communicate genuine appreciation for achievement

(however hmall), they will operate to enhance children's self-

image, foster congenial classroom atmouhere, and increase the

MeUhool ;-bat desirable behavior will recur.

1.1.: is a. simple fact of life of psychology. We all look

constantly for the little cues that tell us we are good, worthy,

and likable people. We are pleased and grateful when someone

p;:evides such cues. We remember them. We Me to be around such

;lice people, and we are ready to return the kindncss with

interest.

When we are criticized, scolded, or belittled, we feel

hurt and resentful. We become defensive, and the impulse is

to strike back. Whenever posoible, we will avoid people who

inflict such pain.

pvo'i !ITI: r
. to



We must cease the sterile efforts to detect undesirable

behavior. We must ignore such behavior as much as possible

and turn our whole attention to the detection of desirable

behavior. Nor is it enough to merely ,recognize good behavior.

We must go out of our way to find it. Charles Madsen has said

it well. We must "catch the child being good."

The idea takes a little getting used to. We arc so much

in the habit of finding what is wrong, or correcting mistakes,

and of reactingto misbehavior that we find ignoring such matters

all but: impossible. For that is what we must do - ignore the

bad and hail the good. And there is a bonus in all of this.

For not only will we achieve happie students and better learning

environments, wa ourselves will change as well. Increasingly, at

each day's end, we will find a satisfaction we had almost forgot-

existed.

Ferhnps the greatest value which should be emphasjged in conJidering

the impl.emc:ntatIon of this strategy is the flexible posPibilitics it offers.

The spcLific form should be developed to fit the particular teacher style.

The plan . n be effective whether it is very iniormal or oxpnadefl into a

vely e? d. ign.

ni dvc!Ign wly Lc as siwolc as the f)llouilig

1. Begin the ,!ay with ;_,ppruvl comments zibout the cloys cr

individutil students for 30-0 seconds.

2. Begin each learning activity with 30-60 Eeunik of

oppruval behavior.

3. End each ire; ac Livity 1dj i it oiproval
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4. Begin and end each transition with approval relating to desired

expectations.

5. End the morning (prior to lunch) with approval.

6. Afternoon: follow similar pattern of A.M.

7. For secondary school students, simply translate to class

period or module.

8. For elementary and secondary school students alike, the plan

or outline must be part of a lesson plan to insure daily con-

sistency.
V-7

9. The first seven points are a base. Modifications, adaptations,

to complement teacher style are a must.

The following outline presents a highly -structured design for the same

purposes as those In the informal design. In this more structured or formal

appro:pch, careful planning and preparation are necessary.

A structured grovp reinforcement program provides the elaus as a group

with di:- opportunity to earn special privileges as a result of their efforts

to attend regularly to established, agreed-upon standards or.guidelines.

Individual as well as group efforts are acknowledged and the group is awarded

poi ntn or tokens; these points or tokens c.In be accumulated and the total

can be oYchanged for a special privilege. All class members participate in

the spocial priv;

The teacher consistently expresses approval of aceoptoble behavior

which, ht. hopes, will result in the continuation of acceptable behavior;

but, in a(N;tIon, students are provided with a definitely structured inc-en-

tive sytiom which is designed to engage them in positive behavior and which

establtuhcs a norm of acccptdbility for individual and cla:;s behavior.

6
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As an aid to expanding approval vocabulary and as a reminder, the

.`rt;7rMrromv.--,

following list could be placed in a proMinent location for use by both the

teacher and other participants.

APPROVAL RESPONSES;

Yes

Good

Geba L

Neat

Nice

O.K.

Fascinating

Chnrming

ComAandable

Dvlightful

Erilliant

Fine

Uh -huh.

!'o pit ivcly

Co ahcad

Yeah, all right

Nifty

Exactly

Of course

Cool

Likable

Wonderful

I'm _glad you're here.

That's a prize of a job.

You make us happy.

That shows thought.

We think a lot of you.

You're tops on our list.

Wemarkably well done.

%You're very pleasant.

That shows a great deal of work.

Yes, I think you should 'continuo.

A good way of putting it.

I like the way immE explained it.

That is a feather in your cap.

You are very friendly.

That's an excellent goal.

Nice speaking voice.

That's a nice iNpression.

It is a pleacure having you as a studs:Ia.

That's interesting.

You make b:Allg a teacher very worthwhile.

That's sweet of you.

Well thom;ht. out

0d

4
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Outstanding work Show us how.

Correct: You're doing batten.,

Excellent You are improving.

That'p right You're doing fine.

rerfcct You perform very well, _NAME .

Satis:actory That's very good, NAME .

low true I'm so proud of you

Absolutely right I like that

Keep going This is the best: yet.

Good resposes That's the correct way.

How beautiful That's very choice.

Wonderful job You do so well.

Fantastic You're 'polite.

Te'rific Thinking!

11)eautiful work That is very imaginative.

TP,;ty That will be of great benefit to the class.

Itzryk.lous I appreciate your attention.

Exciciasj That was very kind of you.

PLIasant You catch on very quickly.

Dol:eious That was a good choice.

Fabulous My, you have a nice attitude.

Spleudio You're really trying.

Well-munered Your work is very neat,

That's clever That 'jas nice of you to loan her your .

I'm pleased You should bn very proud of this.

Thank you Very crcative.

Out L t a%911)::
rs,ff,i
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

There follows a recapitulation of th!: general principles of the group

reinforcement program to use in awarding points or tokens.

1. The basie_parpose ofjsp_Lya:orattm is to increase desired.bebavior.

The reinforcement of behavior in this context is intended to help

childcen to practice and learn how to be helpful to each other and the

teacher. Basically, teachers reinforce those behaviors that they want to

see 4nd ignore those behaviors that they do not, want to see. In this way,

one moves toward a positive group attitude that is essential to a healthy,

cooperative class.'

2. Positive intermrsonal interactions ore the irot itimortant area of, tale

tY.11"12._PrWm°

Rninforelng children for helping, approving, cneouraging,,praising,

sho;ing, rupinding, and complimenting each other, and comparab] e behaviors

is ci.iLical Lo the sixf:ess of this program. The focus on "a:ollowing group

dircei.ions" is significant, but primarily it is a wow; of social management

of r;Ie group, especially at transition times. Of greater importance is the

"po!,Wvo interpersonal interactions" area. Children who can work together

and jLtate or modeLpositive teacher and peer behavioc, in all likelihood,

will Jona and uvtintain a group that is more respoosible and self - directed
f.

in r!1.rcroorl li:aJniag and heh,ivior.

3. toaehr is thy' r2nforcer, hewtintor, and modorator is th:t cla:.scoom.

This gro'w program puts the teacher in the role or rowardi,ig reinforcer,

obscoijng and publicly noting desired behaviors, facilitating discussion of

approprLlie behavior, negotiating bouusJs, moderating cl assroom intoractlon

foci zwCivity, and arLirrating dispuLes that arise. Ho is row:msihie for tat.-'

po-:;t1v, vcl.A :-.inagnt of the o,01.;01 proLo.nla. lho Lcachcc tilt`

90
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teacher; he does not stop teaching, Abandon the children, or turn the clasg

entirely over to student direction'and control. The teacher "catches the

kids beiag good," emphasizes the appropriateness of kids' helping one

another, which is a positive behavior, emphasizes that "we're positive, not

pet4ect" (people can have a tough day), and generally helps students to

ASSuMe more responsibility for helping and approving one another.

4. Each child counts as one point.

When a child exhibits a behavior that is reinforced, that child has

earned a point for the group. The area of "following group directions"

uses a sight-count procedure in which those children who have followed

directions are counted. The area of "interpersoael interactions employs

intermittent reinforcement or partial counting procedures in which the

tcachcr awarde a point to the group as L6heihe notes the ocutrrence of a

positie inierpersonal interaction among class members.

S. Eanh_pint earned is contributed to the ertire

When a nhild colas 4 point, Jt belongs to everyone, lot just to the

child. Thiq is a total group program.

6. All_points are awarded foK_Rpsitive behavior.

Behaviors by any member of the group that are in an area being reinforces!

tiro bchaviors that are desired, arc pOSitAve in nature, help the class

to fl,nrltJoil more approprintely, and are intended to be increased. This pro-

gram does not focus ua negative behavior.

/. Points am ndded nnd never taken away.

When children earn points for the group,, these points are permanently

e.irneJ. Do wq. take points away from the group is a response cost (or

pJaishmenL) to an individual er thc croup. If individual chi.!dren do nor

In et the e.w,.c:,)Lious set for thk.,:ir bvhavior, d.1 not 11,Ard points to Lhe

Twi,e,1 c
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group on their behalf. 'try to award points only on behalf of those

individuals who behave as expected.

8. Bonus_agnts.,

Bonus points are a central feature designed to motivate greater

cooperation. The class should be clearly aware that whenever everyone in

ready or complying, a bonus doubling of points can be earned; for example,

if there are 28 pupils in the clas and if assignments are turned in,

56 points could be awarded. The c1jass also should be aware that coercion

or threats are not acceptable behaviior. However., positive encouragement,

helping a classmate to complete a task, or the positive reminding of a

friend to he ready can earn additional points.

GUTINn STA1UL1)

Include students in 1;3 aspects a the planning. Establishing student

ownership rind support at the beginning is the key to the success of the

strat,26y. An outline of e.Ln,onLs to be considered with students in prepAan-

ning folloob:

1, 1%r:1,a for belovio,'s will be established as the basis for the

can-s_ to ealAsflecial privILe^es?

;'or example, (a) following group direotions, (b) coiapleting assigned

tils!.s; (;) completinr; independent work; (d) poitivo intorper3enal Interne-

(r) approprlate c,)iiduzlt in ox..-o(-class set Lines (P.F., lunch,

az:z;emblies); (f) ttansitions; and (g) ho]ping sub,;tituto teachers.

In most cases students will swgest appropriate triter Li

2. Ways to reinforce.

Teachers can do it verhnlly; for ox:Implo, 1 comit'ne,, "Twtqlty-two

rk:ady Lo hcOn, holpcd tho ..'A Y11 r1 lcuard" ()I. "I
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noticed 10 people worked the last 30 minutes."

3. WattosecoM

Number line, beans in a jar, slash marks, or checks on the chalk board.
'

Summarize total earne6 daily; emphasize daily pri)gress,toward goal; use a

visual display, including desired goal; count total points earned to date.

4. yhen to recunize2mariate behavior.

When it occurs (especially for individual behhviors): teacher
/

conven;ence, end of class period, end of teaching session. or end of day,

or whenever appropriate.

5. Way:On which plitilsLaly be used.

Student input is esseatial, assuming class goal is acceptable; for

example, froetime, extra P.E. time, playing record;;, movie, treats, popcorn

par:-.y, TV pro6raNI, field trip, playing cards,: or game.

6. Wh:q....api.,t total is nocensary to oarruLKivilev or: goal?

Estimate reasonable potential; set total that cnil b. recchod first: week.

Subr;vioent goals can be e::tended two or more weeks. Trial and error or

experience may be only guide.

Relationship-Building AcLivities

Tne RElationship-Building component is designed to provide students with

practIP.e in the une of positive verbal interpersonal interactions. Relating

in a poAtiva way requires practice and guidance. Teachers often expound

on th, virtues of politeness, friendliness, being kind to each other, sharing,

consideration, and Lhe'like to their classes. HOWL:VE.1', usually, little if

any time is devoted to providing opportunities to practice or role play these

value:;. Without Lhis opportunity for structured, positive interaction,

developwont occurs cmd sfudentrl contine- to re:;pond Lo each o!licr in

9,J
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negative, put-down ways. On the other hand, as a result of experiencing

positive interaction and providing regular opportunities to develop

positive habit patterns students' behavior can be changed and, as a result.,

the students will tend to feel better about each other.

The following outlined lessons offer one approach. The lessons are

conduued, one at a time, three times a week, for approximately 30-45 min-

utes per session. A suggested sequence and brief description of sample

activities follow:

1. Films up: "Warm Fuzzies.
ul The filmstrip introduces the concept

of "fuzzics" with a .following discussion.

2. FLIF.v Names: Positive descriptive names are chosen by and for

each class Tember, students, and teacher (e.g., Resourceful

Richard).

3. Crouo Portrc:!t: Children suggest physical features of individuals

to be drawn on a portrait of the group (e.g., Sally's eyes).

4. Gre-tin,q as a Funv: Group members practice listening, repeating ,

and responding to one another by practicing, for example, , "Good

morning" and other simple greetings.

5. Student-Teacher Survey: Students share events and activities
. .

. .

they like and erijoy with one another and the total group.

6 . lms t r "IALt.tC.2 The "I am Lovable and CapIble" fiiwitrip is

shown and used as a basis for group discussion.

1
A "fuzzy is any positive, behavior that producr::; good feelings..

?
IALAC = I dm LOVtible and Capable.
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7. I Poster: Croup .makes a poster of "I" using puzzle format. As

fuzzies occur during the day at home, school, or elsewhere a section

of the "I" is colored in and completed.

8. Sharing Good Feelings: Group 'Timbers disclose activities and

behaviors that help them to feel good, and elaborate on how and

why.

9. it Takes Two to Cooperate: Dyads of students select a picture from

a catalogue acceptable to both to be placed under selected categories

of food, activities, or events.

10. Let's Learn More About One Another: Dyads interview each other,

using a structured format,. to learn three new things about one

another.

11. Reuat. Tqlmst11.12 "Warm Fnzzies": Filmstrip is repeated with

children asked to note aspects they did not see last time and to

decide whether the story is now more or lens interesting.

12. *19rs..,_Vayt_s2ive and Receive FuzziLIE: Brainstorming of new ways

to give and get fuzzies; discussion of the most practical ways to

be tried; and suggestions for how to earn more points in the

group-reinforcement program.

13. The Maeic liox: A box containing gifts is passed around the circle,

and earl individual gives :nether child a gift from th.c., box, ex-

plaining what it is and why they want him/her to have it.

14. What Do You 1:aow About- Mc? Dyads complete questionnaires nonvor-

bally, then they share answers about with is known and unknown

about each other.

15. Lrrtinstormiuu Attributes: Total clan;;; brainsicrwi four positive

ouributes for (-1c h indtvidnal.
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16. Identification of Personal Attributes Using_Attributes List From

Previous Lesson: Each individual lists at least three more

positive characteristics about him/herself.

17. Attributes Sharing.: Individuals share or disclose their lists of

positive characteristics with the total group,

18. 112m:it:Filmstrip "IALAC". The "IALAC" filmstrip is repeated and

thL ensuing discussion focuses on aspects not noted previously,

,for example, how one can help another to "climb over his/her

brick wall."

19. First Aid to Damed IALAC: The class role-plays ways to break

down an individual's wall an' practices ways of helping others to

feel better about themselves.

20, guru Sover. Total class brainstorms positive characteristics

of each classiaate while he sits in center of circle.

The activities are conducted in a variety of ways and repeated, depending

on the group. At the conc]usion of this phase, teachers are encouraged to

continue with various discussion sessions, including values clarification

and decision-making sessions as problems arise throughout the year.

Inservice Teacher Education

10 the St. Paul Public Schools; r' considerable experience has been

develoyA about ways of inducing toachers into the use of group reinforcc-

ment ohd )elationship-building activiti-s. Traditional after-school teacher

insurviee training prov,ram3, in which information and ideas are discussed,

have prod,:ced less than desirable result:. Teacher:: typically agree with

the methods and tchnignes presont4 but seldom follow t1lroui;11 on them; ond,

freghc.ntly, inz:ervicc cl,w;sc!-; for tenchors become academic exercises that

(11:011,1, in tin: toocherf;.

96
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Follow-up, teaming, and modeling are requisite components of an

effective inscrvice teacher education model; they support and aid in the

process of internalizing the content and they improve the likelihood of

teacher change. Follow-up, teaming, and modeling have become integral parts

of the group reinforcement and relationship-building concepts as taught in

St. Paul. Various combinations of the three components have been used. The

teaming and modeling efforts have been'especially effective when they are

used as pact of teacher preparation for mainstreaming. Teachers have been

very willing to schedule time for the demonstrations of relationship-building

activities and organizing groupreinforcement plans within their classrooms.

There follows an outline of procedures which have been used successfully in

ineervice Leacher education:

1. The class is announced, jn most cases, via a 15-miaute presentation

during a faculty meeting (aides are also encouraged to attend). The class

is outlined as a taskoriented course; teachers understand that they will be

asked and expected to attempt several new strategies with their classes.

2. The first: class session consists of outlining the group reinforce-

ment plan; discussion centers on the mechanics of the plan as well es on

philoeophical issues relating to behavicr management (e.g., tangible rci4ards) .

Teachers are asked to form small groups, with the task of outlining a specific

plan. Individuals are asked to share their ideas, and suggestions from the

instructors and participants arc encouraged. Teachers are expected to carry

out the plans with their classes.

3. The subsequent sessions (about five) are devoted to asking teachers

to discuss their plans and both the positive and negative outcomes. Again,

sui;gestions are provided by the instructor and participants. Tin' reli'tion-

ship activitie are introduced and role played during each of thy. E;o:;sions.
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The class simply experiences the activities as would their students;

several activities are introaueedsduring the remaining five sessions. At

subsequent sessions, teachers are asked to share their experiences with the

relationship activities.

4. Teachers have the option of teaming with the inservice instructor

for work in the teacher' classroom; the instructor normally schedules two

sessions weekly; half-hour sessions sre schedulcd'for threeto-four weeks.

This support fray been extremely valuable to teachers who lack the confidence

to engage their classes in an affective interpersonal curriculum.

5. As teachers begin to establish their groupreinforcement plans and

carry out the relationship activities, each is asked to schedule an Appoint-

ment the inservise instructor to report, on the.. specifics of his group

reinforcement end relationship-building activities.

6. Four.weeks after the class ends the participants are asked to Meat:

for a Lrief sharitoi their experiences in using the strategies.

What are the results? CoNlionts provided by a ,group of teachers recently

involved in training and att4ts for implementation in their classrooms were

as fellows:

on the average, studencs became more responsible for themselves.

Students hocsme more aware uf classroom rules.

There was a sense of nulling together fos a common cause.

Clans member:, started to do their own housekeeping by rem4ndim:,

each other about baavior.

Behavion; and attitudes improved .

I fecl hotter about the class and myself.

It puts the burden on ;:tudents instond of me (always) as the "had

1WY."

9 41,
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Students are more attentive arid willing to listen to directions.

Tifey.yeally get .on.. the student_ who.goofs.

They seem quite pleased when I tell them they have earned a point.

A better feeling of cooperation and ccIncern for one another has been

evidenced.

Oudents who receive positive comments try to get more of them.

I feel more relaxed with my classes.

Stud: nits treat each other with more kindness and xespect.

I am looking forward to having a good year.

When we reach out goal we will reward ourselves.

Children respond better when a teacher from another class speaks

to them.

Children seem more enthusiastic about school.

Correct behavior is lookod upon more Zavorably since it will

benefit the group (re-establishing norm) .

The children arcs more aware of what constitotos good behaviol-,

because they practice it.

Problem children seem Lo be acting out less often; they can get

;.ccognition for positive behavior.

It's a good way to build self-esteem,. espocially in handicovised

youn.,1sLors. .

Summary

As nue attempts to understand the specific mechanics of affocLivc-

oricnied, preventive-Oriented stLategies, there is a danger of louilig sight

of the basic concept or intent. Both strateg ic';; Lend to increase tho

Y--
studktnt!.' total motivation for twhool and lealaing. The group roinf(xre-

wilt. plan onaoloF: Cho' teachor to mainLnin a high 14.-/i1 of npproy.,I
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interactions with students. The rolationship-bailding activities support

the group plan in providlng students and teacher with regular opportunities

to practice positive interactions.

The cumulative effect and impact on the classroom climate oan be very

great and offers advantages for all students. However, it is essential that

attention be given to making classroom climates "positive" if children who

have special needs are to be accommodated in regular classes in increasing

numbers.
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non of and egual." Jr 1:e:; too war the heart of what we
mean by democracy to be ignored or slurred over. . This
phrase, had a reasonably satisfactory meaning in its dny. This
meaning. ynfortunatelyeis not adequate for W. Community life
in its eariier form is on its way out. Moreover, there is room for
the suspicion that it was really based on dictatorship.- not of an
autocrat, or of the proletariat, but of the community. There was
freedom and equality, if you will, inside the basic pattern or
way of life maintained by the particular community. But the
pattern itself had a certain fixity or immutability, which
characterizes dictatorships of whatever kind and which is not
easily reconciled with the Idea of a genuine democracy. How,
then, did it happen, if our early democracy was founded on
dictatorship, that this fact was so successfully kept out of sight?
In our tradition of democracy there seems to be no recognition
of any such thing. We hold that all men are created free and
equal and that all are entitled to life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness; with no strings attached. In the ordinary dictatorship
the mailed fist is constantly in evidence. In our own case we
seem to have been unable to see it, even when it was thrus
into our faces. In other words, we have succeeded in playiNg

up one element in the situation and playing down the other so
as to emerge with the conviction that our democracy is a coin-
ple:e antithesis to dictatorship.

This conviction is too much diluted with error to warrant the
self,complacency which is exhibited by the average American,
yet it contains an element of truth, Since there was no single
pattern for belief and conduct to which all the people were re-
quired to conform, the idea of freedom and equality became
dissociated from all connection with patterns and so was
cultivated as an absolute value, even though it was not thus
dissociated in fact. Moreover, the diversity of patterns created

both th'e need and Mr disposition to accept something less than

the rigid conformity which is ordinarily demanded by dictator.

ships. consequently, there was a genuine difference in

psychology. Lastly, the mu!tipllcity of communities and the
oVity of the American people tended to locate individuals in
comunities that were con' nial to them, so that the restriction
was scarcely felt. The limilavon on belief end conduct was
there, but its y-oke waf; easy and its burden LI:QS light.

Boyd H. Bode. Democracy us a Wee of Life (New York: The

1 0 Macm:lia-, Co., 1930), pp. 39.41, Kappa Delta Pi Lecture

n, \ tlrh rti..;ttr 1,0 Ryon
te'n'd by c,,,13/;mti! / 1/ U.S.Cutle).
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The Teacher As
ehavior Engineer

PATRICIA `A. KEIR

]f one is running a school system, and if one's
educational goals center upon maximum student
productivity as measured on cognitive skill and

Information testing exan inatIons, it is reasonable to accept a method of
behavioral control in the classroom which will assure that dach student will
behave only in ways deemed conducive to learning such skills and remembering
such information. Classroom managementthe use of behavior modification
to effect changes in the numerical incidence of behaviors not explici4
cognitiveIs such a tool, and its use in our nation's classrooms is increasing. In
such an approach. stimulus response conditioning is used to "maximize" stu-
dent "output" by eliciting from that student visible, measurable behaviors which
do not impede academic achievement, social adjustment, or ability to behave
In a way that does not threaten order in the classroom as a whole. Therefore,
with the goal of increasing either an individual student's or a classroom gtoup's
cognitive skill level, teachers are increasingly willing to adopt the role of
"behavior modifier." with all the restructuring of classroom procedure and
tightly prescribed modes of teacherstudent interaction implicit in the classroom
managment approach. .

In classroom management programs, techniques such as extinction. positive
reinforcement, time-out from reinforcement, modelling. an:1 tol.en re:nforce-

A K. lovo, ;01" S:in rfrAt ::c.), 103



meat eppcas to have been extremely
successful, at least on an experimental
level. in effectintj ihe nurowly defined
beha%.:::x. change. objectives otollned
by experimenters, In Classroom
Afa,,agement: The Successful Use of
Behaidior Modification, K. Daniel
O'Leary and Susan G. O'Leary
provide criteria for choosing classroom
behaviors which require the use of
behavioral engineering.

One can be fairly certain that the
child requires some special atten
tion (1) if his social behavior in-
terferes significantly with his
academic work, (2) if he inter-
feres with the other children's
academic work or social be-
havior, (3) if he interferes with
the teacher's ability to operate ef-
fectively, or (4) if the child is
unusually withdrawn'.

Some of the general sorts of "inap-
propriate behaviors" eliminated within
the classroom with behavior modifica-
tion techniques have been excessive
crying, isolate play, noncooperative
behaviors. self-mutilative scratching,
aut:3:ic behavior. and classroom dis-
ruptveness.2 Others are school pho.
bies. truancy and excessive absences,
inattention, deficiencies In verbali2a-
tinn. tanpur tantrums, and peer rejec-
tion.'

G:..;.=.n the obvious ethical and edu.
cationai ram'ficatOris of using powerful
be:Inkier modiFcation techniques in
schools to tra:n children to meet not
rmrey cognitive skill objectives but
also value-laden adult behavioral stan-
dards, cne wonders why more ques-
tions have not been raised in educe-

Coral circles as to the propriety of In-
creased use of stimulus miponse con-
ditioning on unwitting children. Unless
one believes that many of our teachers
have become full fledged behaviorists
and are willing to view themselves and
their students as little more than
purposeless, nonintentional environ-
mental contingencies without freedom
or dignity, one must conclude that
educators are using behavioral change
techniques as workable tools without a
full realization of the premises about
the nature of humanity underlying
such techniques, and without consider-
ing the tangential but crucial side ef-
fects that the use of behavior modifica-
tion In schools will have on our na-
tion's mode of education and on our
nation's children.

Behavioral engineering Is Increas-
ingly touted as an approach to solving
classroom problems whose time has
come. As Skinner remarks:

There Is nothing new in prevail-
ing educational theories. . . .

Most teachers teach essentially as
teachers have taught for cen-
turies. The best of them are sim
ply people who have a knack of
getting along with others. All this
must change, and the change will
take time. But we are on the
verge of a new pedagogyIn
which the teacher will emerge as
a skilled behavioral engineer.'

Given public emphasis on teacher
accountability in education, it is un-
derstandable that teachers are in-
creasingly willing to use a tool which
will foster behaviors that Increase
overall student "output." If a teacher Is

expected to make the classroom "an
industrial model of efficient produc-
tion," if tenure and pay depend on
students' scores on standardized tests
and the appearance of order and effici-
ency in the classroom. the teacher is
under pressut es to modify student be-
haviors which impede realization of
these goals. Classroom management
proponents promise teachers that,
with a careful analysis of the classroom
environment to determine how par-
ticular behaviors are reinforced, and by
adjusting their responses according to
systematic, predefined ways, they can
solve problems that have been plagu-
ing teachers for centuries, problems
that have long been seen as invul-
nerable to teacher influence. For
teachers rather squeamish about struc-
turing classroom procedure and hu-
man interaction to meet laboratory
conditions, nervous about using
powerful behavioral change techni-
ques on captive children, behaviorists
suggest that since all behavior is
engineered already, teachers merely
substitute systematic, preplanned rein-
forcement for uncontrolled reinforce-
ment. If a teacher feels that severely
limiting aschild's behavioral options is
unethical or immoral, Skinnerians can
reply that "to make a value judgement
by calling something good or had Is to
classify it in terms of its reinforcing ef-
fects." To a teacher who worries that,
however well-intentioned, the use of
classroom management severely re-
duces freedom of choice for both stu
dent and teacher, a behaviorist can
simply respond that "freedom is a mat-
ter of contingencies of reinforce-
ment." To the teacher who claims that
the subjective realms of Individuals

BEST COPY

exist and are of prirtv.lry importance to
teaching and learning. the behaviot;st
counters. "prove it. and prove it u:%in;;
my terms." Faced with such arg..
ments. it is far too easy for a harried,
teacher who cannot prove it to accept
tlie,use of classroom manageinent.

Teachers must deal with behavior
problems which disrupt their class-
rooms, and often feel that they must
meet performance criteria. If one is to
convince teachers that behavior modi-
fication is not the way to olve such
problems and meet such criteria, one
must do more than sputter with ih
dignation. Behavioral engineering can
be challenged and must be challenged
on several fronts. First, teachers must
be made aware that merely instituting
a behavior change programwhether
to reduce the inappropriate behavior
of one child or to increase attentive
behavior of a whole classnecess;-
tates a radical redefinition of the,
teacher role. The role of "behavior
modifier" is so predefined. rigid, and
time-consuming as to preclude assum
ing any other.

One can safely assume that most
teachers use behavior modification es

a short-term tool for solving irksome
problems in the classroom. They prob
ably regard it as one of many valid ap-
proaches used to effect only one cf
many valid educational goals. How-
ever, an analysis of the pro-sedum;
demands of the many classroom man-
agement programs proposed as mod-
els makes It clear that the use of
classroom management, by stria::
defining the teacher's role and seeking
to control all measurable environ-
mental variables, precludes a teacher's
doing anything else but modifying

1 0 )
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behavior. Behaviorists have never
cianicti that I..eltavior modification is a
smp:e er brief -process: if behavior
modification is to succeed, it must be
systematic. consistent, and constant,
Even if a teacher is aided by extra
school nersonnel. when that teacher
steps into the role of behavioral
engineer. he or she sacrifices spon-
taneity. the freedom to choose what is
noticed and responded to, and crea
tive teaching.

The teacher must choose behaviors
to change. analyze the baseline en-
vironment to determine how those be.
heviors are being sustained. choose
reinforcers, and reduce each general
category of behavior to small incre-
ments which can be measured numeri-
cally. The teacher must behave in the
classroom on:y in ways that will not in-
troduce random variables and threaten
the success of the program. The
teacher must notice each incidence or
each target behevior in each child
under treatment in order to give im-
med:ate feedback, The teacher must
igiore behavior,. designa.ed for extinc-
Lon. however irritating ot. pathetic,
and rru;t also rewarl the classmates of
target st:b,ects for ignoring each in-
stance of inappropriate behavior, The
teacher must keep careful, upto.date
records of the eurat on and frequency
of each behavior, constantly reevalu-
ate the effects of reinforcers to avoid

:Iry schedules of reinforce-
ment. award tokens, and exchange
tckers mater:al reinforcers. The
teacher become:: a behavioral engi
neer. a busy. pror.,grammed machine.
Like the students. .n order to meet the

er.:enne.1 performance standards set

1 0 ti

by someone else, the teacher is
severely limited in what can be
responded to and how he or she may
respond. In most cases, if a teacher
follows instructions carefully and
the predicted external behavior
changes will occur. It is unlikely, how-
ever, that anything else will happen in
the classroom,

Second, a teacher who might be
willing to assume the role of behavioral
'engineer temporarily in order to allow
a chance to pursue broader educa-
tional goals laterwho assumes that a
proliferation of good work habits or a
reduction of disruptive behaviors will
lead to higher cognitive skill scores or
set the stage for a more creative, spon-
taneous, humanistic approach to
teachingshould be aware of a crucial
element of behavior change programs.
Implicitly, they guarantee the external
behavior changes that they are de-
signed to genetate and nothing else.
While it is tempng to believe, it does
not follow that children who have been
successfully trained to meet the be-
havior& criteria of IN SEAT, FACE
FRONT, RAISE HAND, WORKING,
PAY ATTENTION, and DESK
CLEAR will do any better on a cogni-
eve level. That students manifest nu-
merically more incidences of 'attend-
ing behaviors" does not guarantee that
they are indeed paying attention on a
subjective level. In "Instructional Ob-
jectives and Observable Behavior,"
Smith suggests that teachers make a
"commonsense distinction between
what can be directly observed and
what can reasonably be inferred from
what can be observed."' dust as one
cannot infer that students have learned

nothing if they perform poorly on a because they deny the existence of
particulatAyN of test, one cannot infer human intention and put pose, b.,.
the! they are motivated just because cause they as-u 2 that all humor
they are manifesting certain rewarded variables in any classroom can be iden-
behaviors seen ac measurable criteria tified and controlled, that, they claim
of motivation. that the same techniques which guar-

Most important, teachers must be antee that a do) will salivate when it
aware that no behavioral changes hears a bell can be used Jo insure that
elicited in a controlled classroom en- arty human being will respond predict-
vironment will nece. -arily continue ably to his conditioning. Although be-
when the systematic reinforcement is haviorists imply that it is only a matter
terminated, nor will such changes of time before all factors which account
necessarily be manifested in other en- for human behavior can be identified,
viromnents within or outside the quantified, and manipulated, it is also
school. It is ironic that behaviorists, in possible that human variableswhich
their zeal to prove that it is the condi- are most resistant to measurement and
tioning process and no other ariablc controlmight elude the behaviorists'
which accounts for observed bavior ,quest r definition and quantification
changes, imply that when conditioning
is terminated and baseline conditions
reinstated, there will be a decline of the
"appropriate behavior" and a resur-
gence of the original maladaptiva be-
havior. Moreover, since behaviorists
deny the existence of a subjective
realm in human beings, the existence
of which would suggest the possibility
of internalization of new behavior pat-
terns, they obviously cannot guarantee
that behavioral engineering will result
in a student's propensity to behave ap-
propriately, regardless of environ-
ment, later in life.

Finally, teachers must be wary of ac-
cepting behaviorists' claims of the
replicability of their programs. 13c-

haviorists tend to portray themselves
as laboratory scientists. They imply
that, given enough attention to and
control of classroom etwitonmental
variables, a behavioral change model
developed in one classroom will be
replicable In another. It Is precisely

+/ l;!, ..

and threaten the 'replicability of be-
havior modification models in class-
rooms. As Smith points out. "A
teacher obviously does not control all
the variables that influence learning.
The universe cannot always be
counted upon to cooperate."

Even O'Leary and O'Leary, strong
proponents of the use of classroom
management, point out that a crucial
factor in the successful modification of
children's behavior is

a therapist's or teacher's warmth
and emotional responses to a
child, To be a good tnodiiier of
behavior one cannot simply di-
pense attention in a mechanical
or machine-like fashion, One
must give such attention in
a spontaneous, warm manner.
Equally important, one must be
aware of a child's feelings and
desires so that when the child is
excited over successbe it ever
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so steal!" the reveller will re-
Spond immediat; ttr !. sincere
fashion.'^

It is indeed ironic that behavior
modificationbased on the premise
that learning can be rneas,.,red ot,:; in
terms of objective. measurable. exter-
nal behaviorsis seen to depend for
success upon subjective and nonquan-
tiflable qualities of human beings.

Despite the previously discussed
limitations of classroom management,
there is no doubt that behavior modift-
cation-is a powerful and effective way
of training unwitting children to behave
as adults want them to behave. In the
final analysis, therefore, classroom
managemen must be evaluated in
terms of its ethical and educational
ramifications, its possible effects on the
learning experiences and humanity of
both teachers and students. Neff
points out that

the current tendency to concen-
trate upon efficiency and meth-
odology is apparently predicated
on the notion that, once a meth-
od has been perfected. the use to
which it will be put is of no great
consequence."

Before behavioral engineering be-
comes en:renched in our nation's class-
moms, it is incumbent upon all teach
ers to challenge its use, to determine
its appropriateness in a learning set-
ting. and to assess its potential effects
on human digr.;ty and human freelom.
Skinner is willing to admit that be-
haelorists lace a crucial dilemma by
emphasizing only the objective, the

I

measurable, the external in human ex-
istence. "If a scientific analysis can tell
us boa,/ to change behavior, can it tell
us what changes to 'make?'" Be-
haviorists can predict accurately the el-
fectsof specific behavior modification
techniques on specific types of
behaviors in specific environments.
They cannot, and do not, howeveri,
find themselves able to predict the
long-range -effects of widespread be-
havioral engineering on human beings'
potential for exercising free choice,
freedom of inquiry, creativity, and
uniqueness. The decision about how
to use classroom management, or
whether to use it at all, must ultimately
rest with human beingS and be made in
light of human values, human emo-
tions. and human aspirations for a
future which can be only, vaguely fore-
seen. If a behaviorist can challenge
humanist assertions about the nature
and potential of human beings by
saying "Prove it," educators can
certainly respond to a method of
behavioral control which causes
children to sit in their seats quietly with
their faces front and their mouths
closed with a loud and confident "So
what?"
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Principles_ of Classroom
Toward a Pragthatic Synthesis

THOMAS R. Mc DANIEL

Unfortunately, the term discipline has cometo
be equated by someespecially the young begin-
ning teacherwith such terms as coercion, repres-
sion, czarism, tyranny, autocracy, andpthoritari-
anism. Unfortunately, too, such an equation has
its disciples in the teaching communityteachers
who apply the formula with its simple logic to
their classroom situation daily. The equatiiii rests
on the assumption that students arc naturtlly unin-
terested in learning, will learn only if forced, will
overthrow the teacher's regime if given the oppor-
tunity, and will be "educated" only when shown
that they are ignorant, immature, and irresponsible.
'Thus" it is the teacher's responsibility to whip them
into shape (pun intended) so that knowledge can
be poured into their unenlightened (and perhaps
undeserving) minds. This characterization is indeed
harsh, but it is all too often accurate.

Then, there are those who stand at the opposite
extreme. Some teachers believe that every natural
instinct and impulse of the young is unimpeach-
able; or, to go a step further, such impulses and
behaviors should be given not only tolerance but
encouragement. The simple logic of this assump-
tion implies that children arc always right, are
naturally interested in learning, will learn only if
left to complete freedom of expression, should
overthrow the teacher's regime, and will become
educated only when they realize that ility\already
possess wisdom, knowledge and responsibility.,
Thus it is the teacher's responsibility to remove
obstacles and inhibitions which keep children from
realizing their true selves. This characterization is
extreme, perhaps, but there arc such teachers.

This art tests on the author's assumption
mere is some truth in each of the extreme

Associate Professor of Eclu,atton at Converse
College, Dr. McDaniel is Chairman of the De-
partment of Teacher Education, Director of
the Masters Program and Redd of the Division
of Social Sciences.

positions above, that there is a needyn the class-
room for order (but not repression), that the
teacher has a specific role to fulfill (but not that
of autocrat), that learning involves work (but does
not disregard interest or relevance or enjoyment),
that children are often ignorant (but often-wise),
and that student behavior sometimes needs to be
modified (but that spontaneity and freedom of
expression are to be valued). The logic of this
assumption is not so simple, nor is it easily applied
to achieve classroom control (a term we prefer to
the term discipline). This assumption, stated
another way, says that the classroom contains stu-
dents who as human beings are inherentlyk4aluable
but who, as developing beings, need guidance,
information, and experience--provided in part, at
least, by the, teacher --to assist them in the some-
times difficult, sometimes enjoyable, but always
necessary evolution from childhood and ignorance
to adulthood and wisdom. Those teachers who
find such a conceptualization of learning and teach-
ing reasonably compatible with their own theory
may find the following discussion about classroom
control useful.

Since we have rejected the notion that classroom
control means repression, i.e., complete' quiet, regi-
mentation, unbending authority of the teacher,
etc., and, similarly, the notion that there should
be complete freedom (we are tempted to say,
/'anarchy ") for students -we might ask what kind
'of environment suits our more complex "middle-
ground" philosophy. It is easier to answer this
question than the next one: How do we achieve it?
We will begin with an idealizatiQn of the goal.

The essential quality for our classroom environ-
ment is, quite simply, mutual respect. This includes,
naturally, the respect of the student for his teacher.
Students will respect teachers who I) know their
subject; 2) approach their classes with a serious
(but not humorless!) purpose; 3) conduct the class
in an efficient and business-like way; 4) plan lessons
thoroughly; 5) set reasonable, clearly understood,
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fairly administered standards of performance and N'

behavior for the class; and 6) respect themselves
and their role. It also includes, conversely, the
respect of the teacher for his students. Teachers
respect.students because they are students and
because, like the teacher himself, they are inher-
ently valuable human beings. Thus, while the
teacher may disagree with an action or an event,
he does not attack the worth of the individual, nor
his personality, nor his character traits. Lastly, the
quality of respect extends between and among the
students themselves. This e..ndition, in some ways
the epitome of our goal, develops only from the
exatnp!e. that the teacher provides. Students never
learn respect for themselves or others from plati-
tudes or preaching. "Do as I say, not as I do" is an
empty phrase; "Do as I am" is the only way that
respect is taug!,c.

In the kind of classroom w are describing, there
is freedom but not anarchy. Because there are
many students, there must be rules. Often the rules
(customs?) need be no more than what common
sense, courtesy, and respect dictate; usually they
can be arrived at democratically. The essential
point here is that the standards of behavior (includ-
ing cognitive learning behavior) should be reason-
able, clear, and systematically (i.e., non arbitrarily)
enforced. Respect never exists where students
know that a teacher is unfair. Students respect
teachers who are strict and who set clear limits and
boundaries for behavior and for learning require-
ments far more than they do teachers who are lax
and equivocal about standards. This may partly be
due to the need in adolescence to rebel. The ado-
lescent is one who moves from the dependence of
childhood to the independence of adulthood, and
th:s process includes the painful but quite neces-
sary assertion by adolescents fore autonliny. Such
an assertion loses its effect when there is nothing
against which to rebel: The teacher (or parent) who
gires in to every demand of the adolescent promul-
gates only the disrespect of the young for the
integrity of adults and fails to perform his neces-
sary part in the adolescent's "breaking away"
process. Our classroom does not dictate what every
action must be; it does establish limits which, when
crossed, have consequences for the offender,

In Between Parent and Teenager, Dr. Hann
Ginott speaks directly to our. last point:

As adults our responsibility is to set standards
and demonstrate values. Our teenagers need to
know what we respect and what we expect. Of
course, they will resist our rules, and test out
limits. This is as it should be. No one can mature
by blindly obeying, his parents. Our teenagers' re-
sentment of the rules is anticipated and tolerated.
1 buy are not whiivitetl to like our prohibitions.

There is a crucial difference between the old
way of imposing restrictions and the new way
of setting limits. In the past the teenagers' feelings
were often ignored. The restrictions were set
amidst anger and argument and in a language that
invited resistance. In the modern approach, limits
are set in a manner that preserves our teenagers' self
respect. The limits are neither arbitrary nor capri-
cious. They are c.nchored in values and aimed at
character building.'

--
How, in the classroom, may limits hest be set?

To begin with, it seems advisable to deal with the
poSitive aspects of behavior and to avoid prohibi-
tionswhen possible. For example, a teacher should
say to students, "Work quietly on this assignment

:so that others will not be disturbed," rather than
"No talking!" And the teacher might also say,
"Keep scrap paper at your desk until the end of
the period at which time you may deposit trash in
the wastebasket," rather than "Don't throw paper
at the wastebasket!" The rationale here is that the
teacher by emphasizing the positive aspects of
expectations for behavior provides guidelines for
what students should do rather than for what they
should not do. We are reminded of the Carl Sand-
burg's poem about the children who put beans in
their ears precisely because their parents reminded
them not to.

If limits are crossed, we suggest it two-fold policy
of response by the teacher. The first part employs
the Ginott prescription "describe, don't evaluate"
and .is related to our contention that the teacher
should deal with issuer and events rather than with
personalities. If there is unnecessary buzzing, for
example, a teacher should not say, "You are the
worst class in the school. You aren't interested in
work, only your social lives. I have never seen so
many blabber-mouths in my life. If you know
what's good for you, you will knock it off this
minute!" This is evaluation. Rather, a teacher can
control chatter more effectively by the following
tact: "There is too much noise in this room. No
one can work effectively in this situation. We will
riot continue until there is quiet." Such a state
mcnt describes the unacceptable behavior; it does
not attack the individuals and dui.; it does not
breed hostility and resentment. Furthermore, it
does not contain the veiled threat of the first
approach ("if you know what's good for you. . . .")
which only widens the gap between teacher and
students. The second statement does offer an
alternative which is within the control of the
teacher: to continue the lesson once quiet prevails.
But once a stand is taken, it must he sustained.
The teacher who asks for quiet but chb trot d
Illatld it, who settles for a dull Foal, ottl;. show: his
students that his words do not iint what they say.
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The second part of our two-fold policy concerns
consequences. If there Pre no consequences for
crossing a boundary, then the boundary appears
arbitrary. When possible, the violation of a rule or
a standard carries a consequence which follows
logically or naturally from the action itself. A rea-
sonable standard might be for students to be seated
and ready to work when the bell rings. But if stu-
dents learn that the teacher sloes not begin the les-
son until everyone is ready, the teacher will soon
find that no one is ready until ten minutes of the
period have elapsed. Thus the teacher- should
always start the lesson (or whatever business is to
he conducted) when the class is supposed to begin.
In fact, it may be wise to give some important
(non-repeated) information (about The upcoming
test, for example) at the beginning of class. The
consequence for late corners is obvious: they miss
something important; it is they who are inconveni-
enced by their tardiness; they soon manage to make
it to class on time.

Once one begins thinking in terms of logical and
natural consequences, an app'roach expounded in
detail by Rudolf Dreikurs,3 classroom control
takes on a new dimension. Control results not from
pleading or threat or teacher-inflicted punishment,
but from the inherent logic of the order, it can be
made clear that the scheduled quiz for the next
day may take its toll if the students chatter away.
The point is that the students are not hurting the
teacheronly themselves. If the teacher can make
his classroom reflect our principles of description
of situations (not evaluations) and of logical con-
sequences, then responsibility for learning and
behavior may be more properly construed by the
student as his own responsibility and thus the basis
for independence and respect may be established.

Now, the teacher who consistently employs the
principles of limit-setting, dealing with behavior
rather than personalities, and natural and logical
consequences will have an orientation that can
serve as a useful framework for establishing class-
room control. But an orientation and a framework
are only part of the total task. Specific approaches
and techniques will need to be developed to make
the general approach effective. Behavioral psychol-
ogy provides a host of such techniques which can
be incorporated into the approach to achieve class-
room control. Especially useful arc the techniques
of positive reinforcement, which require the
teacher to arrange for an immediate reward after a
desired behavioi- to increase the likelihood that
this behavior will be repeated. The teacher needs
to determine a wide number of effective reinforo-
ers perceived by the students as rewarding. Food,
praise, games, privileges, touch, jobs, free time,
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redeemable tokenssometimes classified by theo-
rists into broad categories of concrete, activity, and
social reinforcersare only a few of the possible
rewards that an imaginative teacher can use.3 Tim-
ing is very important, and the teacher must sys-
tematically move from immediate and consistent
rewarding of desired behavior to intermittent, less
frequent reinforcing to establish an increasingly
self-sustaining behavior.

Obviously, we can not do justice to so complex
an approaCh as this one (which includes such fasci
riming principles as successive approximations,
modeling, cueing, discrimination, substitution, sati-
ation, extinction, incompatible alternatives, and
negative reinforcement) in so brief an article. Suf-
fice it to say that a great deal of contemporary
research has provided the classroom teacher with a
repertoire of specific strategies by which desirable
behaviors can be increased and undesirable beha-
viors reduced or extinguished. This "catch-the-
child-being good" approach provides some excellent
alternatives to the "do not smile-until-Christmas"
punishment orientation of so many teachers.

Another approach which offers many sound
strategies for classroom control grows out of corn-,
munication theory in humanistic education. One

... of the best known proponents of this approach is
Thomas Gordon, who, in his popular Teacher
Effectiveness Training, outlines specific techniques
to overcome "the roadblocks to communication."
He shows teachers how to use active listening tech-
niques which can help students solve their own
problems and how to use "I-messages" to com-
municate and tc resolve problems in a democratic,
problem-solving context. He suggests that

The win-lose orientation sec.ins to be at the core of
the knotty issue of discipline in schools. Teachers
feel that they have only two approaches to, choose
from: They can be strict or lenient, tough or soft,
authoritarian or permissive.°

His alternative to these "win-lose" methods (which
arc based on power struggles) is a six-step, problem-
solving technique (in many ways a throw-back to
John 'Dewey) that is based on consensus. The
teacher works with the class to define a shared
problems to generate possible solutions, evaluate
them, select the best one, determine how to imple-
ment it, and later to re-assess its effectiveness as a
solution. A patient and skilled teacher can use such
techniques to great advantage not for himself alone
but for the classroom community.

Lastly, we would be remiss if we did not suggest
that classroom control depends in large measure on
the teacher's ability to plan interesting, student-
centered, multi-activity lessons to promote a high
degree of student involvement and participation.
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If students arc actively and meaningfully involved
in their own learning, the problem of classroom
control is less likely to arise. While this observation
is, no doubt, little more than a glimpse into the
obvious, its truth can not be over-emphasized or
its importance under-estimated. The old chestnut
about "an ounce of prevention" has no clearer or
better application anywhere. Meat Ingful learning
is the best prevention of discipline problems in the
classroom.

Teachers are often confronted with apparently
conflicting advice when it comes to that major con-
cern of classroom discipline. The psychoanalytic
approach of Dreikurs, the Rogerian model articu-
lated by Ginott, the behavior modification tech-
niques of Skinner et al., the communication meth-
ods of Gordonwhich are most useful, most
justifiable, most appropriate? There can he no
answer to such a question as this. The wise teacher,
however, examines elements of many theories, fil-
tt:rs these elements through his own value system,
and develops a "pragmatic synthesis" which is con-
stantly in a state of evolution. The interaction of a
philosophy of discipline with principles, methods,
and techniques gives shape to that teacher's
emerging synthesis; application and experience in
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the dynamics of the classroom refineand give a
means to evaluatethe art and science of effective
discipline.
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Preparing Volunteer Tutors
DIANE J. SAWYER

School enrollments are declining. Inflation is
pushing up the cost of quality education to a
point where twany communities can no longer
cope with the financial burden. School adminis-
trators find it necessary to make judicious cut-
backs in school staff. Although pupil-teacher
ratios may not actually be increasing yet, the
economic crunch is making it virtually impossible

Director of Clinical Services, Dr. Sawyer has
been a classroom teacher, and a teacher of
touting diagnosis and remcdiation.

to decrease those ratios in order to achieve Heal
models of reading instruction for the increasing
numbers of disabled readers which, our highly
technical, medically advanced, mobile society
SCCITIS to be producing. One-to-one tutoring still
is judged necessary for many of these disabled
readers, but it is simply too costly to allocate the
time of highly trained teachers to cover the magni-
tude of tutorial service which might be identified
in any given district.

Volunteer and student or peer tutoring pro-
grams continue to be suggested as a/ terna tive
means for providing one -to -one inst tuction in
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ree, tl.e viewpoint of the practical
educator, interest in classroom dynamics is .

based on the common-sense observation that -
certain types of pupil or student behaviors occur
more frequently in some classes than they do in
others. On the positive side, we are Interested in
raising achievement levels, bringing about grea-
ter cooperation, seeing more creativity develop,
and enjoying the classroom. Negatively, we
worry about boredom, bickering, apathy, and
disorder. Although there is some evidence on all
of these matters, for the purposes of this article
we shall deal with one positive; work involve-
ment. This stands as a counterpoise to disorder.
The goal of what in ordinary terms is "good
discipline" is to increase the time and intensity
in which young people attend to learning ac-
tivities in classrooms.

There are four somewhat different theoreti-
cal positions which are used to approach the
problem of increasing work involvement. These
represent differences in emphasis, rather than
all-or-none rivals. All four can be useful; a com-
petent educator would be able to use each ap-
propriately. First, we shall list and describe all
'four, and then devote major space to the one
which at the outset would appear to offer most
help.

In the recent past, many educators have
been intrigued by the techniques of behavior
modification. Inspired by enthusiasm for Skin-
nerian operant conditioning, these techniques
involve use of reinforcements to shape the be-
havior of individuals. There have been a number
of books, several listed in the bibliography on
Page 000, which provide very detailed descrip-
tions of how this con he done. Several list,
among other things, "menus of reinforcement"
which are appropriate to specific grade levels.

A second, somewhat older approach, is for
the teacher to understand the individual causal
dynamics of individual offenders of classroom
discipline. It is held that behavior detrimental to
high work involvement is an effort by the indi-
vidual to meet his or her needs, deal with inner
conflicts, and express frustration. In other cases.
there may be neurological or physical condi-
tions which prevent high work involvement. If



the teacher can fathom the more significant
cues, the teacher will deal with the individual
in a way 1::hich will minimize- behavior 'that is .
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mental evidence that where teachers have taken
part in programs in which they learn more about
the causes of child behavior the number of con-
flict incidents in their classes may drop as much
as fifty per cent.

The third approach is to look for means to
deal directly with the group as a whole and with
individuals in a way to alter surface behavior.
These are the so-called influence techniques or
interventions. Using observations made in a
treatment home for highly disturbed boys, Fritz
Red! and the present author listed approxi-
mately twenty such techniques. Books and arti-
cles on discipline are replete with such lists and
expand upon the individual and group con-
sequences of each: A large proportion of the
folklore of education Is devoted to that subject.

The fourth approach, which will occupy
the remainder of this article, is to affect the ecoi-
ogy of behavior in the classroom. There is 'an
analogy here to biological ecology, where, for
example, the scientist asks what factors in the
environments affect the frequency with which
life forms occur. Certain plants are found
swamps; others, in high barren soil; still others,
on sand. If the swamp dries, the frequency with
which we find cat-tails, for instance, drops off.
The factors in the physical environment which
provide the ecological setting for plant life are
such things as the nature of the soil, the climate,
and the presence of other plants or animals.

If we accept ecology as a model, we ask
sonic interestng and, it turns out, very practical
questions: What factors in a classroom enable
high work involvement to thrive? In terms of
human behavior, what are the affective equiva-
lents of soil and climate? Are there classroom
conditions the changing of which will affect the
-frequency with which disruptive behavior ap-
pears? Practically speaking, if we can reduce the
occurrence of behavior inimical to work in-
volvement there will be less need for the teacher
to spend time and thought on the three
strategies described earlier; the teacher will
have more time and ene7;: avabie to plan

lessons, and help children directly with their
learning.

An interesting start toward finding very
precise, scientific answers to those questions
has been made by Jacob S. Kounin as a result of
over two decades of work in which he has made
and analyzed audio-visual tape recordings of
tens of thousands of hours in classrooms of a
wide range of grade levels and in a variety of
communities and neighborhoods. His methods
were first tested in trying to answer the quesiton
as to what happened to emotionally disturbed
children in regular classrooms, and what in the
classrooms affected their adjustment. Careful
analysi . yielded the answer that in classrooms
where the work involvement was high, the emo .
tionally disturbed child showed few signs of his
condition; where there was low 1Nork involve-
ment he or she became painfulls obvious and
became more troubled. The problem then be-
came one of finding out what affected the level
of work involvement.

The obvious first hunch was to look at the
teacher's control methods; the so-called influ-

::ence techniques, interventions, disciplinary
devices. Surprisingly, this proved to be a false
lead. These in and of themselves may have ena-
bled the instructor to cope with problems after
they appeared, but they did not change the
over-all frequency with which the problems oc-
curred.

What intrigued Kounin at the conclusion of
this phase of his research program was what he
called the ripple effect, the degree to which
what the teacher did about one child's deviant
behavior influenced what other children would
do. There were three objectively verifiable di-
mensions along which the teachers' actions
could be rated: clarity, follow.through, and
power. The clarity dimension enabled observers
to scale the teacher's intervention ^.1 term of the
unambiguity with which it portray al the issue.
For example, if a child used a nickname to ad-
dress a teacher whom he or she had known in
the community, the comment, "In school, call
mu 'Mrs. Smith,' " is obviously less ambiguous
than the reprimand, "Be respectful." The follow
through dimension dealt with the "I mean it"
quality of the intervention. In the common kin-
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dergarten situation where the teacher wanted
blocks *Out irWitY before the children Carrie to titr
keading,__Orclechigh:folfo*thrOugh_*aa_ rep:;,
resented by teadiei atindink in the block-plaY
area until the blotka Were put aWay;loW follow-
through, by a teacher admonishing a child to put
the blocks away and then going to the reading
circle area and allowing-the child to come to it
regardless of what happened to the blocks. The
power dimcrnsion dealt with the,loughness or
coerciveness of the teacher's interventions For
example, if a teacher noticed a child "fooling
around" during a class discussion, low use of
power would be for the teacher to address a
question to the child in question; high power
might be represented by a shout or a cuttingly
sarcastic reprimand.

The initial studies of the "ripple effect"
seemed encouraging. They indicated that, as
measured by deviance on the part of "non-
target" class members, the most important di-
mension was clarity. The interventions which
were unambiguous had most effect in reducing
deviant behavior. The follow-through was effec-
tive in stopping deviance already in progress
but its effect was transitory. Power seemed to
work in reverse. High-powered intervention
apparently upset the children who observed it;
their reaction took the form of more departures
from work involvement. After an upsetting
episode work involvement tended to go down.

One of the hallmarks of Kounin's research
programs is a propensity for testing his own
conclusions, often by replicating his own work.
Additional studies indicated that the "ripple
effect" relationships were far from general.
They seemed to be operative mainly during the
first two or three weeks of the school year or
semester. After that, their effectiveness was li-
mited.

From a practical viewpoint, however, this is
important. While we could expect to gain little
by using the "ripple effect" data in a staff de-
velopment program held in midyear for teachers
already on the job, they might be vital as part of
pre-service education, If only a new teacher had
learned how to intervene in deviant behavior by
employing high clarity and minimum power,
the settling-in, initial period with first classes
258 Theory Into Practice
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. might e :softer for tnore of them. There is
filitelpitig experienced teachers who have

oiscip ine problems to deal
,

with new. desses:by
'using betterl.strattagie-SaiediallyitifitVare ',-44
dined to overdo power at the start of each school
year, or if they not learned to be selfcritical
as to the ambiguity of their remarks.

any case, we could envision reminders
when school staffs :.assemble in September:
CLARITY DOES IT.

Important though even the highly cirr
cumscribed finding can be, it did not provide an
effective answer to the basic question: "What
that teachers do influences the prevalence of
work involvement in their classes? Taking a
new tack, Kounin and his, students next turned
to the way in which the class, as such, was
conducted. After hours of tedious tallying and
correlating, four attributes of the classrooms
emerged as being highly and significantly re-
lated to work involvement. In technical statisti-
cal terms, in classes with 21 to 39 pupils, the
multiple correlation with work involvement in
recitation situations was .812; in seatwork situa-
tions686. Translated roughly into lay lan-
guage, the four accounted for about 65% of the
differences in classes during recitations and
35% during seatwork.

The remainder of this article will be de-
voted to explanations and illustrations of the
four elements of teacher classroom style which
can now be demonstrated as verifiably influen-
tial: withitness, overlapping, group alerting and
accountability, and smoothness in managing
group momentum.

Withitness. This obviously is a neologism, d
word coined to indicate the teacher is with it."
Kounin states:

Withitness . was defined as a teacher's
communicating to the children by her ac-
tual behavior (rather than by simple verbal
announcing; "I know what's going on.")
that she knows what the children arty do-
ing, or has the proverbial eyes in- back of
her head.

Observing teachers in classroom situations
indicates many show great ingenuity in ac-
complishing this. For example, in one situation
where a boy was wadding paper, the teacher in



walking past his desk merely opened his book to
11w page on which were the arithmetic problems
which the class was,clislussing. Often the most
skillful teachers will signal their awareness of
deviation without interrupting the flow of the
class. Probably the simplest measure involves
what is technically called, "proximity control."
The teacher moves toward or stands next to a
child engaged in some deviation. The presence
of the teacher lets the pupil know he or she is
being observed. There often is a benevolent
quality to such interventions. For instance 'if a
boy or girl is entertaining a friend, the teacher
may do nothing more than direct a question to
hint or her, or ask his opinion on something
another child has said. The other children may
be amused by the startled manner with which
the target seeks to cover up his or her lapse in
attention. Should the content of the response be
cogent or accurate, the smile with which the
teacher acknowledges the response may termi-
nate the incident with positive reinforcement,
not for the inattention but for the response itself.

The very unobtrusiveness of many inter-
ventions which signal withitness is deceptive.
To the untrained observer, nothing is happen-
ing. The teacher may not be seen as even inter-
vening. The classroom is running smoothly.

In a number of instances the ability of the
teacher to note and react to deviancies is the
result of though having been given to the ar-
rangement of the room and how the teacher is
positioned. If the teacher has arranged the desks
or chairs so that he or she can approach children
from the periphery then while one child is being
helped the teache-'s eyes will pick up cues from
the entire room. Or, if the lesson requires point-
ing to a chart, a child can do that while the
teacher is free to have eye contact with everyone
else in the room. The fact is that room arrange-
ment is an art, usually an untaught art. Yet, a
young teacher can quickly learn the basic prin.

'rills done the teacher Will be able to
amble about tl,.. room in a leisurely and relaxed
fashion. There is no :).:(0 to act like a frightened
policeman or lion-tamer who has been warned
against the danger of turning his back to poten-
tial predators. With only a modicum of planning
a classroom can be made to look like an easy-

going scene peopled by youngsters who like
each other and expect favorable response from a
friendly teacher, 1,Vell done, it looks easy.

Overlapping. As distinct from other profes-
sions, teaching involves working with groups
and responding to simultaneous multiple
stimuli. Whatever a teacher may be doing there

\ is a virtual certainty that somethini else will
demand attention. Kounin pr,ts it this
way:

Overlapping refers to what a teacher
does when she has two matters to deal with
at the same time. Does r'ie somehow attend
to both issues simultaneously or does she
remain or become immersed in one issue
only, to the neglect of the other?

The second issue, the one which triggers the
need to overlap can be of at least four different
origins. In classrooms where the teacher has
several subgroups, a child may intrude on what
the teacher is doing with one to which he does
not belong. For example, the teacher may be
hoicking a discussion with a reading group; a
child working on arithmetic problems may in-
sist on having the teacher react to how lie is
solving a problem. Secondly, while the teacher
is attending to part of the class, misbehavior
may erupt elsewhere in the room. Although
these two are the most common, teachers also
havesto cope with administrative interruptions:
a messenger from the office wants a report on
how many children will be staying for lunch, or
a parent has been given permission to deliver a
luncheon bag, or the squawk box announces
where to bring newspapers for the monthly
paper drive. Less often, some outside event re-
quires attention: the first snowflakes of the sea-
son are drifting by the windows or low-flying
planes are dusting trees.

Whatever the cause the teacher must find a
way of dealing with both issues. She may let the
intruder know she sees him and will take care of
him as soon as she finishes what she is now
doing. A hand on a shoulder may satisfy the one
who waits.

Teachers can be very deft in the sienultane
ous management sit' ition. Once they put their
minds to it they can figure out simple and in-
genious ways to overlap. As was the case in
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withitness the deftness can be so speedy and
effectivi that only an 'alerted observer can note
and describe the techniques. As one child talks
the teacher_n_yercoirect material on a student's
paper -and bracket that -activity with questions
addressed to -the speaker. While rewinding a
film on a projector the teacher maytell a child
when and where to bring a drawing. Goodover-
lapping usually requires successful withitness.

Group alerting and accountability, In the
course of- a ;school day teachers may involve
their classes in recitations, The essence of these
is that at any given time one child is doing
something for which the others are audience.
Attentiveness is considered essential. Usually it
is obtained first by alerting the group and then
having the audience children feel accountable
in some way. In Kounin's words:

Group alerting refers to the degree to
which a teacher attempts to involve non-
reciting children in the recitation task,
maintain their attention and keep them
"on their toes" or alerted.

Accountability refers to the degree to
which the teacher holds the children ac-
countable and responsible for their task
performances during recitation sessions.
This entails her doing something to get to
know what the children are actually doing
and to communicate to the children in
some observable manner that she knows
what they are doing.

In cases where children are being cal-
led up to respond to questions, both focus
and accountability are greater if the format
calls for many to participate and selection
is by a random process. If, by contrast, the
recitation is monopolized by one or two,
and selection is by predictable routine, as
attention dwindles the temptation for mis-
chief rises.

One example will suffice to illustrate the
type of technique teachers will invent once they
grasp the basic principle. In this instance, the
class was engaged in constructing sentences
using the subjectverb-object pattern. The words
to be used were printed on flash cards to be
placed in order on the rail forming the bottom
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bbrder of the A ezirci tor the sub;:xt
being in place, re etecher evoked from the elaSS.
the reply that the,,next word should be a verb..,
She called an onegirl , seated near the rear iiffhe

in;: to SelectiVerhaiitiliiifiti n-preicK'Even
.

that girl was walking toward the front of the :44
. .rogrn the teacher said, "Now everybody watch ::'---

carefully. As soon as she has done it I'm going to
ask one of you to tell us.if she was right or
wrong."

The use of contest formats will create a ,j#
liveliness that arouses and maintains interest.
THERE CAN BE A SPRITELINESS TO THE 7's

LESSONS, A FAST MOVING PATTERel RE-
PLETE WITH SURPRISE. Again, it takes little
more than knowledge of what is required and
most teachers have the wit to design lessons that
move and call for well-distributed participation.
To the surface observer, again, it can look like a
room toned with fun and good humored compe-
tition.

Although the evidence available is limited
to recitation formats one could hazard a guess
that similar considerations would affect class-
rooms where discussion was the business at
hand. Extrapolating from the recitation data one

.;.would suggest to teachers that greatest interest
and least disruption would occur when many
had an opportunity to contribute, and where the
teacher drew in all students at one time or
another. Some class discussions suffer from the,
fact that only a small proportion of the class
volunteers and the teacher does little or nothing
to engage the others. The result is the room
divides into an active participant clique and a
passive mass whose minds wander to fantasy.
mischief, or disgruntlement. Analysis of class
interactions will pinpoint this source of trouble.

The fourth category of hounin variables is
smoothness and momentum in the progression
of lessons. This may be the most important di-
mension of all. It is best described in terms of

what it is not, of what are the most common
mistakes. Some teachers. for example, produce a
jerkiness in the way a class session develups.
They may stop some activities and switch with-
out forewarning to another. In other instances
they leave a topic dangling. Perhaps they will
have some children working on problems on the
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board, but take the class intea tangential discus-
\ saw' which makes the hoard work 'pointless.

as they deal with a topic, something
catches their eye and their &tent
bound to the new stimulus. In a filmed episode
illustrating this point, the teacher notices that
goldfish ilia bowl are at the top of the water. She
interrupts herself and a reading lesson to ask
one girl whether she fed the goldfish. This leads
to an impromptu lecture on the behavior of the
goldfish. The revealing conclusion to such di-
versions is for the teacher to address a child,
"Now, where were we?"

Teachers who place high value on posture
may slow down a class by insisting on particular
seating arrangements; in other instances time is
taken by adhering meticulously to procedures
for passing out or collecting books. The teacher,
often unwittingly, drags out routines and re-
duces the time devoted to the main business of
the. class, whatever that may he. If, instead, the
teacher concentrates on expediting activity
movement, there is a tendency for all the class to
be swept along. If nearly all have something ta..
do, then feware left to disrupt:,

A last matter is that some teachers fragment
the group. In' devoting their attention to one
segment of the class, they; leave others with
little to do or, what is more likely, a portion of
the class runs through assignments and may
have time on their hands.

The reader will note an ever-all quality to
the classroom implications of the Kounin re-
search. It counteracts mischief by keeping

people productively husy. There is minimum
reliance on negative experiences, a maximum
reliance on activity and psychological alertness.
Those psychologists who would build class-
room control on positive reinforcement would
probably say that such a program is a very effec-
tive use of self-rewarding experiences. Be that as
it may, the evidence shows that, it works.
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